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     1859 Monterey County Tax Assessor Records [Draft]
Year - 
Page Last Name First Name
Middle 
Name Rancho Personal Property Real Estate and Improvements Notes
1859 Monterey County Tax Assessor Records transcribed in 2018.  Ornate and/or poor handwriting, damaged pages, faded ink, misspellings and the use of local nomenclature for ranches and other property found in the origianl records may result in names, property titles and locations being incorrectly transcribed.
1859, p.2-
3 Ashely D. R.
Cash on debts $1,490; household furniture; farming 
implements, wagons and other vehicles; 4 Spanish 
cows and calves; 2 Spanish heifers; 3 yearling calves, 
one Spanish horse, 2 wild mares, 4 Spanish colts; 2 
hogs, 27 fowls, library books
▶ Lot of ground in Monterey City, S corner of Franklin and 
Larkin Streets, 50x100 yards; improvements on the same.  
▶ Lot of ground in Monterey City north side of Pearl Street, 
150x20 feet; improvements on same.  ▶ Wood lot in 
Monterey City, N. 5, Range 2.  ▶ Wood lot in Monterey City, 
N. 5, Range 2
1859, p.2-
3 Abbe Andrew
Household furniture; one wagon,  1American cow and 
calf, one half breed cow and calf; 25 half breed 
yearling calves; one American bull; 40 head Spanish 
stock cattle; 36 head half breed stock cattle; one 
Spanish work horse, 2 half breed work horses; one 
half breed mare and colt; one yearling colt; 8 2-
yearold colt; 3 hogs; 20 chickens
Lot of ground in San Juan, 200 feet square; improvements on 
same, present residence.
1859, p.2-
3 Anzar Ygnacio
Household furniture, 1 Spanish ox; 40 Spanish stock 
cattle
A tract of land lying east of San Juan Town bounded on the 
south by the Alameda Road, on the east by County Road and 
Rafael Hernandez land.  Containing about 18 acres; 
improvements on same.
1859, p.2-
3 Appleton John 8 sow pigs [no real estate listed]
1859, p.4-
5 Anzar Romano
Household furniture, one cart, 6 California oxen, 30 
California cows & calves, one American bull, 130 
California stock cattle, 6 California work horses, 18 
California mares & colts, 4 hogs
Improvements on the Carneros Rancho.
1859, p.4-
5 Alvarado Juan
Merchandize & stock in trade, 2 California oxen, 3 
California horses, 5 California mares, 5 California 
mares & colts, 4 chickens
[no real estate listed]
1859, p.4-
5 Arce Filipe  
Household furniture, 1 Spanish ox, 1 California cow & 
calf, 2 hogs, 10 chickens Improvements on the Pilarcitos
1859, p.4-
5 Augustin Antonio
Two Spanish cows & calves, 2 pigs, one billiard table, 
bar fixtures & liquors, household furniture
▶ A lot of ground in Monterey City on which stands the El 
Dorado House; improvements on the same.  
▶ Improvements on lot in Monterey City, Pearl & 
Washington Street.
1859, p.4-
5 Avila Rosa
Household furniture, one Spanish cow & calf, 2 wild 
horses, 4 chickens, 30 sheep
Improvements on claim of 160 acres of land at or near San 
Antonio Mission.
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1859; p.6-
7 Abrego José
Rancho 
Saucito; Ranch 
Huerta del Rey 
Solvent debts; household furniture; one wagon, one 
carriage; 20 California cows; 80 head Spanish stock 
cattle; 4 California tame work horses; 20 California 
wild horses; 2 California mares; 4 California mares and 
colts; 4 yearling California colts
▶  Rancho Saucito bounded east by Laguna Seca, NW by 
Huerta del Rey, S by Carmel Hills and the W by claim of 
DéAvila, 2,220 acres @ 60 cts. per acre; improvements on the 
same. ▶  Rancho Huerta del Rey bounded  SE by Saucito, 
NW by Salinas Road and SW by lands of _______, 4,000 acres 
@ 25 cts. per acre; improvements to same.  ▶  One lot in 
City of Monterey, 60x60 varas on Abrego Street, first lot 
south of P. A. Reach; improvement to same.  ▶  One lot in 
City of Monterey 50x100 varas,  NE corner of Abrego and 
Fremont Street.  ▶  One lot City of Monterey, SE corner of 
Abrego and Pearl Street, 50x50 varas.   ▶  One lot City of 
Monterey, SW corner of Abrego and Pearl Street, 50x45 
varas.  ▶  One Lot City of Monterey 40x90 varas, east side 
of Washington Street, First lot north of ____; improvements 
to same.  ▶  One Lot in City of Monterey 40x50 varas,  east 
side of Washington Street; improvement to same.   ▶  One 
lot City of Monterey, 40x80 varas, NW of Scott and Oliver 
Street; improvements to the home.  ▶  One lot in City of 
Monterey, 40x100 Varas on Pearl and California Street; 
improvements to same.  ▶ One Lot City of Monterey 30x38 
varas, SW on Scot and Oliver Street; improvements on the 
same.  ▶  One Lot City of Monterey 50x100 vara, W of 
Cortez; improvements on same.  ▶  One lot City of 
Monterey, 32x50 varas, S. side of Pearl Street, first W of W. D. 
Robinson; ▶  One lot City of Monterey; 60x60 varas, SW 
corner, Case and California Street; improvements on the 
same.  ▶  One lot in City of Monterey, 12x30 varas on 
Alvarado St. and first N of T. Boston.  ▶ 1/2 of the lot of 
ground in San Juan the B______ Estate now occupied by 
Daniel Harris; 1/2 of the improvements thereon.  ▶  One lot 
1859, p.8-
9 Attilan Pedro Two California cows & calves; household furniture
A lot of ground in Monterey City, 45x66 varas on Abrego 
Street South of Teodora Gonzales; improvements on the 
same.
1859, p.8-
9 Arata & Puig [no personal property listed]
A lot of ground in Monterey City, 35 by 60 varas on 
Washington Street, south of the house of Abrego, north of 
the house of B. Vasquez; improvements on the same.
1859, p.8-
9 Aldaco Dolores
Household furniture, farming tools, one Spanish 
oxen, 8 Spanish cows & calves, 4 Spanish heifers, 5 
American calves, 30 Spanish stock cattle, 3 wild mares 
& colts, 3 yearling colts, 6 hogs, 1 chicken
Improvements on pre-emption claim of land near Jolon.
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1859, p.8-
9 Alatorre Telestino 
Household furniture, one horse cart, one Spanish 
horse [no real estate listed]
1859, p.8-
9 Ambris Dorotia
Household furniture, one wagon, carriage, 4 Spanish 
oxen, 5 Spanish cows and calves, 2 Spanish horses, 
two Spanish mares, 2 Spanish mules, 2 mares and 
colts, 35 Spanish ewes, 6 hogs, 10 goats, 12 chickens
▶ Improvements on a claim of 160 acres of land at San 
Antonio. ▶ A house in Monterey City occupied by Marcus 
Aviso. ▶ A lot of ground in Monterey City
1859, p.8-
9 Arnold W. 10 American cows and calves [no real estate listed] J. M. Baldwin, Agent; Tapia.  
1859, 
p.10-11 Anzar J. M.
Aromitas, Las y 
Agua Caliente; 
Los Carneros; 
Santa Ana y 
Quien Sabe; 
Real de los 
Aguilas
8 Spanish oxen, 30 Spanish cows and calves, 1,000 
head of Spanish stock cattle, 30 tame Spanish horses, 
5 mares and colts, one Spanish mule, 50 wild mares 
and colts, 25 yearling colts, 15 two-year old colts
▶  5/6 of the Rancho Aromas [Aromitas, Las y Agua Caliente 
in San Benito] including the Vega del Pajaro and the Carneros 
[Los Carneros] bounded N by the Pajaro River, E by the 
Rancho San Antonio, W by the lands of José Jesus Vallejo, 
6,900 acres @ 105 cts. per acre and 500 acres @ 5 per acres;  
5/6 improvements to the above.  ▶  5/6 of the Rancho 
Quien Sabe [Santa Ana y Quien Sabe] bounded N by Rancho 
Santa Anna, S. by Rancho San Francisco, W. by San Justo, 
14,800 acres @ 150 cts.  ▶  5/6 of the Rancho Real de los 
Aguilas bounded E by the Coast Range of Mountains, W by 
the Quien Sabe Ranch, containing about 12, 950 acres @ 50 
cts. per acre.  ▶  5 /6 of the SW corner lot on the Plaza San 
Juan.
Deceased, Heirs of -- Frank McDougall, 
Guardian
1859, 
p.20-21 Bennett George E.
Cash on hand $25, solvent debts $200, household 
furniture, two wagons, 17 American cows, 18 
American cows & calves, 1 Spanish cow, 7 Spanish 
cows & calves, 4 half breed heifers, 40 American 
yearling calves, 3 American bulls, 2 American horses, 1 
American mare & colt, 6 Spanish work horses, 2 
American stallions, 5 Spanish mules, 17 wild mares & 
colts, 21 yearling colts, 18 2-year old colts, 200 
Spanish ewes, 200 Spanish ewes with lamb, 300 half 
breed wethers and rams, 400 half breed ewes, 400 
half breed ewes and lambs, 4 hogs, 2 jackass, 10 fowls
Improvements on land on the south side of the Salinas River, 
supposed to be on land belonging to the City of Monterey -- 
present residence.
1859, 
p.20-21 Bently Elisha W.
Cash on hand $700, Solvent debts $1,200, 2 wagons, 
2 American oxen, 14 American cows & calves, 3 
American yearling calves, 16 half breed yearling calves, 
one American bull, 50 head of half breed stock cattle, 
3 Spanish work horses, 5 hogs, 25 chickens, 
household furniture.
[no real estate listed]
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1859, 
p.20-21 Berry T. C.
One American bull, 140 Spanish stock cattle, 3 
Spanish horses, one half breed mare & colt, one 
Spanish mule, 10 3-year old Spanish colts
Improvements on land on Gabilan.  Small shanty.
1859, 
p.22-23 Berry N. (?) T. (?)
Cash on hand $70, solvent debts $60, household 
furniture, one plough, one American cow & calf, one 
American cow, one American cow & calf, 3 Spanish 
cows, 5 half breed cows & calves, one American bull, 
18 American stock cattle, 17 Spanish stock cattle, one 
Spanish work horse, 1 mare, 2 colts Spanish, 2 year-
old, one wild mare & 2 colts, 2 hogs
1/3 interest in improvements on land on the Gabilan 
Mountains; shanty and corral
1859, 
p.22-23 Bryan Abner
Cash on hand $200, 1 stove, 2 wagons, 1 old carriage, 
1 reaper, ploughs and harnesses, 2 American cows, 
12 American cows & calves, 12 American heifers, 25 
half breed cows & calves, 10 American yearling calves, 
61 half breed yearling calves, one American Bull, 49 
half breed stock cattle, 8 American horses, 10 
American mares & colts, 16 half breed stock horses, 2 
American stallions, 16 wild horses, 12 mares & colts, 
13 wild mares & colts, 12 mares, 20 yearling colts, 15 
2-year old colts, 125 half breed stock sheep, 114 
head of hogs, 100 small pigs, 1 goat, 30 chickens, 2 
A tract of land in Monterey County known and described as 
follows:  Lying and being on the west side of the Salinas River 
and formerly owned by Filipe Garcia and one Florez, and by 
them conveyed to Francisco Garcia the same being bounded 
on the southern side by a piece of land of Elegio Martinez, 
Clara Martinez and others, on the west and south by the 
Bluff, and on the east by the Salinas River, containing about 
200 acres more or less @ $2 per acre; improvements on the 
home.
1859, 
p.22-23 Bowie
Merchandize & stock in trade and bakery fixtures; 
household furniture
A lot of ground in San Juan Town, 50x100 feet, part of the 
Carriage block; improvements on the home, dwelling & Bakery.
1859, 
p.24-25 Birmingham John
10 Spanish cows, 2 yearling calves, 1 ___ California 
steer, 1 California bull, 1 sow & pig, 1 hog, 24 
chickens, household furniture, carpenter tools
A lot of ground in San Juan Town, 198 fee square; 
improvement on home, present dwelling horse fencing.
1859, 
p.24-25 Bryan K. C.
Household furniture, farming tools, 2 wagons, one 
American cow & calf, 10 American heifers, one half 
breed cow & calf, 8 yearling calves, one American bull, 
6 American stock cattle, one half breed stock cattle, 
one American horse, 1 American mare & colt, 3 
California horses, 6 California tame mares & colts, 4 
half breed horses, 2 half breed mares & colts, 4 
yearling colts, 3 2-year old colts half breed
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.24-25 Bradley Paul
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, 8 
California cows & calves, 9 Spanish heifers, one half 
breed bull, one half breed steer, 2 Spanish heifers, 33 
hogs, 12 chickens
Improvements on claim in Salinas Valley; house and fencing.
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1859, 
p.24-25 Billings A. W.
Cash on hand $25, household furniture, 2 wagons, 
farming tools, 8 American cows, 17 American cows & 
calves, 12 American yearling calves, one American bull, 
2 Spanish horses, 2 yearling colts, 4 hogs, 25 chickens
Improvements on pre-emptive claim on the Salinas River; 
house and fencing.
1859, 
p.24-25 Bouquerel E.
Cash on hand $20, solvent debts $150, 50 chickens, 
11 rabbits, household furniture [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.26-27 Breen Patrick
Cash on hand and deposited $1,000, solvent debts 
$7,000, household furniture, farming tools, one 
buggy, one wagon, 2 American oxen, 3 American cows 
& calves, 17 California tame cows, 5 half breed cows, 
3 American yearling calves, 17 half breed yearling 
calves, 20 American bulls, 1,000 Spanish stock cattle, 
15 Spanish tame horses, 4 American stallions, 80 wild 
horses, 30 American ewes, 1400 head of Spanish 
stock sheep, 24 hogs, 25 chickens, school land 
warrants 1,280 acres @$2
▶ Lot of ground in San Juan Town fronting on the Plaza; 
improvements on the home.  ▶ One lot in the City of 
Monterey, south side of Decatur Street - first lot east of 
Josepha Mattia; improvements on home.  ▶ 0430 acres of 
land in San Juan between the orchard and San Benito and SE 
of the former @ $5.
1859, 
p.26-27 Breen David
Solvent debts $200, one wagon, 5 Spanish cows & 
calves, 3 Spanish yearling calves, 5 Spanish tame 
mares, 3 colts, 1 2-year old colt, blacksmith tools and 
stock in trade
▶ Lot of ground in San Juan, front on the Alameda Road on 
street next west of Masonette's Place; improvements on 
home.  ▶ Blacksmith shop and other improvements on lot 
in San Juan.
1859, 
p.26-27 Breen Samuel
Household furniture, one harness, one wagon, 4 
American cows & calves, 6 Spanish cows & calves, 4 
half breed cows, 10 half breed yearling calves, one 
American bull, 3 Spanish work horses, 2 Spanish 
mares, 2 sows & 15 pigs, one burrow, 35 tons of hay 
@ $5
Improvements on a claim of 140 acres in San Juan Valley;  
House and fencing.
1859, 
p.26-27 Ball Wm. T.
Household furniture, 3 American cows & calves, 2 
heifers, 1 Spanish horse, 2 lambs, 16 hogs, 4 chickens [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.28-29 Brittle Jessy
One plough, 2 American oxen, 2 American cows & 
calves, 1 Spanish cow, one Spanish cow & calf, one 
half breed mare, 17 hogs, 30 chickens, 17 ducks, one 
Spanish horse in trust for E. Burke
Improvements on the Larios tract of land near San Juan Town; 
small house and fencing.
1859, 
p.28-29 Beam J. S.
Household furniture, one wagon, farming tools, one 
American cow, 2 American cows & calves, 5 Spanish 
horses, 1 Spanish mare, 4 3-year old colts, 2 2-year 
old colts, 2 1-year old colts, one American stallion, 17 
hogs, 6 chickens, 50 tons of hay @ $5
lmprovements on claim near San Juan Town; small house and 
fencing.
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1859, 
p.28-29 Bolado Joaquin
Mortgage $5,000, household furniture, one wagon, 
one carriage, 2 American mares, 2 Spanish horses, 
1,400 Spanish ewes with lambs, 500 half breed 
wethers & rams
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.28-29 Bralee Thomas
Household furniture, farming tools, 2 wagons, 30 
California tame cows & calves, 10 California heifers, 
20 Spanish yearling calves, 15 head Spanish stock 
cattle, 3 Spanish horses, one Spanish mare & colt, 2 
Spanish colts, 10 hogs, 50 chickens
Improvements on land in Carmel Valley.
1859, 
p.28-29 Borondo Francisco
5 Spanish cows & calves, 2 California heifers, 3 
Spanish yearling calves, 4 wild mares & colts, 3 
yearling colts, 5 2-year old colts, 2 Spanish ewes with 
lambs, 1 goat
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.30-31 Bigley John
Household furniture, one wagon, one American 
horse, 3 Spanish horses, 1 Spanish mare, 35 chickens Improvements on land on West side of San Juan Town.
1859, 
p.30-31 Benaventura Bernard
One wagon, on Spanish horse, household furniture, 
one billiard table, carpenter tools & stock in trade.
▶ A lot of ground in San Juan Town containing about four 
acres; improvement on home - dwelling and outhouses.  
▶ Lot of ground in San Juan on which stand the San Juan 
Bautista Hotel.
1859, 
p.30-31 Bahans Edward One buggy, 9 Spanish work horses, [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.30-31 Burns Uriah
11 Spanish cows & calves, 8 Spanish cows, 9 yearling 
calves, one Spanish heifer, one Spanish horse, one 
Spanish mare, one Spanish mare & colt, 4 hogs, 45 
fowls
A house and corral on lands belonging to the City of 
Monterey.
1859, 
p.30-31 Booker B. S. Merchandize & stock in trade. [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.30-31 Bullier L. Household furniture, barber tools, shop fixtures.
A lot of ground in San Juan the SE corner of Carriage Block, 
50x70 feet; improvements on home.
1859, 
p.30-31 Boyle Benjamin M.
One light buggy, 2 American cows & calves, 2 Spanish 
cows & calves, 2 Spanish horses, one Spanish mare, 
household furniture
Two lots of ground in San Juan Town; improvements on 
home, four dwelling houses, stable and outhouses.
1859, 
p.32-33 Boyle & Barber
Solvent debts $600, one butcher cart, 35 Spanish 
cows & calves, 12 yearling steer, one Spanish mule, 
one Spanish horse
▶ Lot of ground in San Jan Town front of Carriage block, 
50x60 feet; improvements on the home, butcher shop.  
▶ The slaughter house on Boyles lot.
1859, 
p.32-33 Byrd William
Cash on hand $150, solvent debts $150, one 
American cow & calf, 1 yearling heifer, 2 Spanish work 
horses, 7 Spanish colts, one hog
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.32-33 Bryd James
4 American cows & calves, 2 yearling heifers, 6 foals, 
household furniture
Lot of ground in San Juan Town west of National Hotel and 
front on same street, N side; improvements - present dwelling 
and outhouses.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.32-33 Bernal Gertruda El Alisal
Household furniture, one Spanish horse, 100 Spanish 
stock sheep, 4 chickens A house and other improvements on the Ranch of Alisal. F. Arce, Agent
1859, 
p.32-33 Bassett Emory
Two school land warrants for 320 acres each @ $2, 
tools & tackle for stone quarrying, 180 cords of wood  
 @ $3 per cord, 200 cords of wood @ $3 per cord, 
household furniture, one wagon, 2 American ox, 2 
Spanish horses
House and other improvements on land known as the Carmel 
Stone Quarry.
1859, 
p.32-33 Butron Manuel
One wagon, 2 Spanish cows & calves, 4 Spanish 
mares, 3 colts, 21 Spanish sheep, household 
furniture, 1 set harness and saddle, 1 bridle
A lot in the City of Monterey, 60x60 vara, known as the 
"Lomito de la Borondo" back of the Catholic church; 
improvements on home.
1859, 
p.32-33 Burnez Samuel H.
Cash on hand $20, 35 hogs, household furniture, 
farming tools A house and fencing on pre-emptive claim in Salinas Valley.
1859, 
p.34-35 Bliss H. F.
Household furniture, 11 American cows & calves, one 
Spanish cow & calf, 5 American yearling calves, one 
American bull, one American mare, one half-breed 
horse, 4 half-breed mares & colts, one Spanish mule, 
8 yearling colts, 2 two-year old colts, 12 hogs, 20 
chickens, one pistol, harness
Improvements on claim, west side of San Juan Town and east 
of Prescott's place; present dwelling, house and fencing with 
other improvements.
1859, 
p.34-35 Borondo Josefa B. ?
Household furniture, one old cart, 5 Spanish oxen, 13 
Spanish cows & calves, 8 Spanish yearling calves, one 
Spanish bull, 2 Spanish horses, 12 Spanish colts, one 
wild mare & colt, 4 wild mares, one colt, 40 Spanish 
ewes, 20 ewes with lambs, 14 hogs, 3 goats
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.34-35 Bernal Antonio
El Alisal 
(Bernall)
Household furniture, one wagon, 6 Spanish oxen, 11 
Spanish cows & calves, 9 Spanish heifers, 3 American 
bulls, 1600 Spanish stock cattle, 24 Spanish work 
horses, 2 Spanish mares & colts, 2 Spanish stallions, 
one colt, 100 wild horses, 25 yearling colts, 8 two-
year old colts, 300 Spanish sheep, 3 hogs, 2 Jennets
Improvements on the Alisal Ranch.
1859, 
p.34-35 Bernal Pedro 100 head of Spanish cattle [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.36-37 Borondo Juan de M.
Los Laureles 
(Boronda)
Household furniture, 2 Spanish oxen, 10 Spanish 
cows & calves, 5 Spanish horses, 5 Spanish Mares & 
colts, one Spanish stallion, 5 wild mares & colts, 2 
hogs
▶ One undivided half of Rancho Los Laureles bounded E by 
the Mountains of Tularcitos, N by the Toro Ranch, S by the 
San Francisquito, W by the claim of John Borden, 3,330 
acres; improvements on the same.  ▶ One lot of land in the 
City of Monterey, 60x40 varas; improvements on the above.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.36-37 Bernal Emanacion Higuera
El Alisal 
(Bernall)
100 head Spanish stock cattle, 60 tame Spanish cows, 
10 Spanish horses, 50 wild horses, one half breed 
stallion, 6 Spanish mules, wild, one jackass, 200 
sheep Spanish, 2 wagons, household furniture, 13 
fowls, 4 tame Spanish mares
Improvements on the Alisal Ranch.
1859, 
p.36-37 Bixby M. J.
Solvent debts $1,000, household furniture, one 
buggy, 6 Spanish cows & calves, 6 American yearling 
calves, one half breed horse, one hog, 20 fowls
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.36-37 Burgan K. D. 600 head of half breed ewes & lambs [no real estate listed] George Pennebacker, Agent
1859, 
p.38-39 Bardin James
Cash $300, solvent debts $1,200, one launch, 
household furniture, farming tools, 2 wagons, 2 
Spanish tame cows, 15 California cows & calves, 12 
Spanish yearling calves, 20 head Spanish stock cattle, 
one American horse, 2 Spanish horses, 2 Spanish 
mares & colts, one American stallion, one American 
mule, one Spanish mule, 9 wild horses, 8 yearling 
colts, 4 two-year old colts, 18 American rams, 100 
Spanish wethers & rams, 600 Spanish ewes with 
lambs, 75 hogs, 70 goats, 45 fowls, 2 turkeys, 2 ducks
▶ One half of the Rancho of the Cabarestas bounded on 
the N by Clifton and Packer, E by the Ranch Nacional, S by the 
Salinas River, the half of said ranch being 554 acres @ $5 per 
acre; improvements.  ▶ 160 acres of land on the Nacional 
Ranch on the Salinas Plains.  ▶ The improvements on three 
fractions of government land on the Salinas Plains adjoining 
the Rancho Cabarestes.  ▶ A piece of land known as the 
"Antonino Place" on the south side of the Salinas River; 
improvements thereon.  ▶ 89 acres of land on the Ranch 
Nacional known as Logwoods; improvements thereon.  
▶ Improvements on a claim near the Corral de Terra.
1859, 
p.38-39 Blair Augstine W.
Cash on hand $95, one horse, household furniture, 
law library
▶ Lot of ground in San Juan Town adjoining the premises of 
James Byrd; improvements on home.  ▶ Lot of ground in 
San Juan adjoining the premises of Pillar Larios.  ▶ Lot of 
ground in San Juan and improvements on the home, the 
present residence and family owned by ______ Pillar Larios.
1859, 
p.40-41 Brown Mrs. Lucy A.
Rancho San 
Justo
4 American oxen, household furniture, 2,050 
American ewes with lambs, 150 wethers & lambs, 
1,000 ewes, Solvent debts, one buggy, one California 
horse, 2 farm wagons and one Concord, 4 American 
cows, 34 head Spanish stock cattle, 2 American 
mares, one California horse, 2 colts, 2 shotguns, 1 
rifle, 1 pistol
The equal undivided one half part of the Rancho San Justo 
bounded on the N by land of F. P. Parker, E by the Robles de 
San Joaquin to the Punto del Reasario, on the south by the 
Gavilon ridge of mountains and by the hills of the vineyard 
on the west.  The whole of the Rancho San Justo estimated to 
contain 17,760 acres, little more or less, the undivided half of 
said rancho being 8,880 acres @ $2 per acre; improvements 
on same.
W. H. Hollister, Agent
1859, 
p.40-41 Bernal Bruno Rancho Alisal [no personal property listed]
Rancho Alisal bounded N.W. by the Sausal, SE by Rancho 
Patrocino, SW by Nacional, NE by the Gavilan Mountains, 
containing 5,925 acres @ $1 per acre; improvements on the 
home.
1859, 
p.40-41 Butler O. J.
One wagon, 4 American oxen, 5 Spanish oxen, one 
Spanish horse [no real estate listed]
Year - 
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1859, 
p.42-43 Boston & Day
Cash on Hand $200, solvent debts $2,500, 
merchandize and stock in trade
▶ A lot of ground in Monterey City, 60x30 varas, NW corner 
of Webster & Houston, fourth of lot of Pablo Francisco; 
improvements on same.  ▶ A lot of ground in Monterey City 
a5x30 varas, E side of Alvarado Street, 1st Lot A of D. 
Callaghan's; improvements on same.
1859, 
p.42-43 Blankman H. G.
Money & solvent debts $26,484; household 
furniture, one carriage, 3 California cattle, two Spanish 
cows
A lot of ground in Monterey City opposite Teadoro Gonzales; 
improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.42-43 Boston J. [no personal property listed] One house lot, City of Monterey.
1859, 
p.42-43 Borden J. B. One wagon, 2 horses, one cow [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.42-43 Brawley John G.
Household furniture, 2 American cows, one American 
cow & calf, 2 American heifers, 20 hogs, 100 fowls [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.44-45 Bowery John
80 sacks of wheat, household furniture, one wagon, 
farming tools, 3 California horses, one Spanish mare 
& colt, one 3-year old colt, 3 hogs, 150 fowl
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.44-45 Blair Rosa San Cayetano
Household furniture, one light wagon, one wagon, 4 
American cows, 9 American cows & calves, 6 American 
heifers, 3 Spanish horses, one horse & colt, one wild 
horse, 8 yearling colts, 3 hogs, 10 fowls
Improvements on Rancho San Cayetano; house & corral. Widow
1859, 
p.44-45 Bronor H. H.
Household furniture, one wagon, 3 American cows & 
calves, one Spanish cow & calf, 3 head Spanish cattle, 
3 Spanish horses, one Spanish mare & colt, 7 hogs, 
62 fowls
The improvements on pre-emption claim of 160 acres of land 
near the south and on the N side of Salinas River adjoining 
claims of Stewart Cumming and Johnson.
1859, 
p.44-45 Borondo Juan Coto de ?
Rancho 
Laureles One cart, 5 cows & calves, 2 California oxen
1/2 of a league and a half of land of the Rancho Laureles 
bound N by the Toro Ranch, E by the Mountains of 
Galsicitos, S by the San Franscisquito Ranch and west by the 
claim of John Borden, 3,330 @ 55 cts.; improvements on the 
same.
1859, 
p.46-47 Bantz Maurice
Bar fixtures & liquors, one billiard table, household 
furniture, carpenter tools
Lot of ground in San Juan, a portion of Carriage block, 36 feet 
from by 75 feet deep; improvements on the home; billiard 
salon & house adjoining.
1859, 
p.46-47 Breen John
8 head of young cattle, 8 cows & calves, one Spanish 
saddle horse Improvements on land in San Juan Valley.
1859, 
p.46-47 Butron Juana de Soto Los Carneros
Two Spanish oxen, 8 Spanish cows & calves, 6 
Spanish yearling calves, 6 Spanish bulls, two Spanish 
horses, two Spanish mares & colts, 7 fowls
The Rancho San Mattiso y Los Carneros, bounded NE by 
Rancho Aromas, SW by the Colorado Ranch, N & E by the 
Rancho Vergeles, 4,440 acres @ $1.50; improvements on the 
above ranch .
1859, 
p.46-47 Beals Jos. R.
Solvent debts and cash on deposit $950, household 
furniture [no real estate listed]
Year - 
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1859, 
p.46-47 Brown W. R.
Household furniture, wagon, two Spanish cows & 
calves, two Spanish horses, 8 fowls
▶ A lot of ground in Monterey City on Oliver Street 
bounded NW by lot of José Abrego, S by property formerly 
owned by Potts, being 30x60 yards.  ▶ A lot in City of 
Monterey on Oliver Street bounded by the above lot on the 
N, on the S by Curtis's lot, 15x60 yards.
1859, 
p.48-49 Bruns C.
200 cords of wood, wagon, 2 American oxen, 2 
Spanish oxen [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.48-49 Baldwin John
Household furniture, farming tools, 3 American cows 
& calves, 6 American yearlings, one American mare, 
one Spanish mare and colt, one half breed horse, 4 
hogs, 50 fowls
Improvements on claim of 160 of land near the Rancho San 
Cayetano.
1859, 
p.48-49
Barney & 
Sanborn 245 head of Spanish stock cattle [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.48-49 Bird George W. Household furniture, 40 Spanish stock cattle [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.48-49 Bonifacio Juan
4 Spanish oxen, one wagon, one Spanish horse, one 
mare [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.48-49 Brady Thomas $13,700 Monterey County Bonds [no real estate listed] Jacks Agent
1859, 
p.56-57 Carr J. D.
One American stallion, 3 American mares, 16 yearling 
colts, 17 two-year old colts, 36 California mares, 3 
bulls, 25 American cows, 50 calves, 125 head of stock 
cattle (mixed breed)
644 acres of land in the western portion of the Rancho 
Nacional fronting on the Salinas River
1859, 
p.56-57 Clifton John W.
Solvent debts $450, household furniture, farming 
tools, 3 wagons, 23 American cows & calves, 3 
heifers, one Spanish cow & calf, 2 half breed cows & 
calf, 3 half breed heifers, 15 American yearling calves, 
12 American stock cattle, one American horse, 2 
American mares & colts, 2 American colts, 2 American 
stallions, 12 wild mares & colts, 2 wild mares, 10 
yearling colts, 8 two-year old colts, 5 hogs, 40 goats, 
100 fowls, 100 Jacks of wheat
277 acres of land being part of the Rancho Cabestaz in the 
Salinas Valley; improvements on same.
1859, 
p.56-57 Conover Simpson
Solvent debts $200, household furniture, 10 
American cows & calves, 3 half breed heifers, one hog, 
50 fowls
▶ 700 acres of land in Carmel Valley lying between the 
Ranchos of James ______ and Borondo; improvements on 
home.  ▶ Lot of ground in Monterey City, west side of Main 
Street, 66 by 300 feet, first lot S of Wm. Curtis; improvements 
on same.  ▶ Lot of ground Monterey City, junction of Main 
and Alvarado Street, 120 feet by 39 + 1; improvements on 
same.  ▶ Lot of ground 100x100 yards on Land Beach, first 
lot E of T. C. Larkin land.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.58-59 Castro Samuel A.
Rancho 
Natividad
Household furniture, one wagon, one American cow 
& calf, 6 Spanish cows & calves, 3 Spanish heifers, 7 
Spanish yearling calves, one Spanish horse, one 
Spanish mare, 2 yearling colts, 27 Spanish sheep, 13 
goats, 15 chickens, 2 turkeys, 4 Spanish sheep 
belonging to John Gilroy
Improvements on the Natividad Rancho; house and corral.
1859, 
p.58-59 Chalmus
George & 
Max
Solvent debts $200, household furniture, 140 
Spanish cows & calves, 20 Spanish cows, 125 head of 
Spanish stock cattle, one American horse, one 
American mare, 6 Spanish horses, one hog, one wagon
Improvements of a lot of ground in San Juan adjoining the 
line of the Larios tract; the cottage house and fencing.
1859, 
p.58-59 Caldwell George
Cash on deposit $359, household furniture, 1 spring 
wagon, 1 lumber wagon, 1 plough, 1 two-year old 
steer Spanish, 12 American cows & calves, 28 Spanish 
cows & calves, 12 half breed cows & calves, 30 half 
breed yearling calves, 3 Spanish horses, 13 Spanish 
mares, 8 colts, 12 yearling colts, 7 two-year old colts, 
2 ewes, 12 pigs, 5 goats ?, 50 chickens, 2 guns, 1 
pistol
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.58-59 Castellanaz Teodoro 2 Spanish horses, 1 mare, household furniture [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.58-59 Calmus Walter Calmus 5 head stock cattle, 1 half breed horse [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.60-61 Collins Jas. T.
Cash in home $500, household furniture, farming 
tools, 15 American cows & calves, 16 half breed cows 
& calves, 10 American yearling calves, 15 half breed 
yearling calves, one American bull, one one-year old 
American bull, 8 American stock cattle, 8 half breed 
cattle, one American horse, 1 Spanish horse, 2 half 
breed horses, 12 hogs
Improvements on claim of 220 acres of land in San Juan 
Valley; dwelling house and outhouses.
1859, 
p.60-61 Carriage Settimino ?
2 wagons, 2 Spanish oxen, one American cow, one 
American heifer, one Spanish cow, 2 Spanish cows & 
calves, 1 Spanish heifer, one Spanish yearling calf, 2 
Spanish mares, 3 Spanish mares & colts, 1 Spanish 
colt, 1 Spanish stallion, 2 wild Spanish mules, 7 wild 
Spanish horses, 7 wild mares, 65 mares & colts, 10 
yearling colts, 16 two-year old colts, 170 Spanish 
ewes, 100 ewes & lambs, 2 jacks, 6 goats, 20 
chickens, 4 turkeys, 6 ducks, household furniture.
▶  320 acres of land at the north of San Juan Town, 
bounded as follows: on the N by the San Benito River, on the 
S by Main Road to San Jose, on the east by Prescott's land, W 
by lands belonging to Indians, 320 @ $2 per acre; 
improvements on same.  ▶  2 lots of ground in San Juan 66 
2/3 yards by 50 yards.  ▶  A lot of ground in San Juan, the 
corner west of and opposite Plaza Hotel.  The above two lots 
described as being part of Carriage block; improvements on 
last mentioned lot.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.60-61 Cameron W.
One wagon, 5 American cows, 4 American cows & 
calves, 8 American heifers, 9 Spanish cows & calves, 4 
half breed heifers, 8 American yearling calves, 3 
Spanish work horses, 1 Spanish mule, 12 chickens
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.60-61 Castro Miguel One Spanish horse, saddle and bridle
A lot of ground in San Juan Town north-east of C. Hodges 
(formerly Hickey's place); improvements on same.
1859, 
p.62-63 Cervantes Cruz
Rancho San 
Joaquin
Household furniture, one wagon, 6 Spanish oxen, 12 
tame Spanish cows & calves, 140 head of Spanish 
stock cattle, 7 Spanish tame horses, 2 Spanish jacks, 
10 wild mares & colts, 50 Spanish ewes & lambs, 18 
hogs, 7 fowls
▶  The Rancho San Joaquin bounded N by the San Filipe 
Rancho, S by the Santa Amora, E by the Tierras, and west by 
the San Justo, containing 8,875 acres, one league of arable 
land and one league of mountainous land; improvement on 
same. Adobe house, Frame house occupied by Jose Gomez.  
brush house, corrals and brush fence.  ▶  A lot of ground in 
San Juan Town; improvements on same. 
1859, 
p.62-63 Clark Jas. T.
One wagon, one American cow & calf, 3 California 
horses, household furniture, 12 chickens
A lot of ground in San Juan Town, 200 feet square, the block 
next west of the National Hotel; improvements on same - 
dwelling house, livery stable, fencing and outhouses
1859, 
p.62-63 Cervantes A. Leon
Household furniture, one wagon, one cart, 2 Spanish 
cows, 15 Spanish cows & calves, one Spanish heifer, 
one half breed cow & calf, 1 half breed heifer, 10 
Spanish yearling calves, 2 half breed yearling, 4 
Spanish horses, 1 Spanish mare & colt, 1 American 
colt, 1 Spanish colt, 1 Spanish mule, one wild mare & 
colt, 2 Spanish ewes and lambs, 1 hog, 2 goats, 2 
chickens
The fourth past Markus, B. of Lot N. 5, Range No. 5, which 
will more fully appear by reference in the plan of "Part of 
Municipality Lands of Monterey," the land being 300 yards 
square.
1859, 
p.62-63 Carrillo Francisco
1 California cow & calf, 1 California mare, 13 spring 
lambs, household furniture, 1 mare, 3 pigs, 12 
chickens
Lot of ground in San Juan, a portion of Carriage block, 36 feet 
front by 75 feet deep; improvements on the home; billiard 
salon & house adjoining.
1859, 
p.64-65 Coleman Michael
Household furniture, 5 American cows, 20 American 
cows & calves, 3 American heifers, 21 Spanish cows & 
calves, one Spanish heifer, 2 American bulls, 29 half 
breed stock cattle, one Spanish horse, 2 sows, 10 
pigs, 4 fowls, 900 pounds of butter
▶ A lot of ground in San Juan Town next block west of 
McMahon; improvements on same.  ▶ Improvements on 
claim on the Larios Tract.
1859, 
p.64-65 Crane E. A.
Household furniture, one wagon, one American cow 
& calf, 2 Spanish horses, one yearling colt, 20 chickens Improvements on claim in San Juan Valley.
1859, 
p.64-65 Cooper John One boat, household furniture, 70 hogs, 16 chickens
A lot of land on the south side of the Salinas River containing 
13 1/2 acres; improvements on same. [
1859, 
p.64-65 Campbell Hanick W.
One wagon, 8 American cows, 2 American calves, one 
Spanish cow & calf, 8 hogs, 16 chickens, household 
furniture
[no real estate listed]
Year - 
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1859, 
p.64-65 Chavis Francisco
1 California cow & calf, 1 California horse, 3 lambs; 
household furniture
A lot of land in San Juan about 4 acres bounded N by 
Alameda Road, just east of Juan Antonio Higuera; 
improvements on same.
1859, 
p.64-65 Castro Angel One Spanish horse saddle and bridle
A lot of ground in San Juan 50x20 feet; improvements on 
same, present residence.
1859, 
p.64-65
Castro              
Banderez
Leandro       
Alfred
100 Spanish stock cattle, 12 Spanish horses, 3 
Spanish mares & colts [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.66-67 Castro Juan B.
Rancho Bolsa 
Nueva y Moro 
Cojo; Rancho 
Rincon del 
Tucho
Household furniture, one wagon, 6 tame Spanish 
cows & calves, 2 Spanish oxen 4 half breed bulls, 150 
head of Spanish stock cattle, 4 Spanish horses, one 
Spanish mare & colt, 2 Spanish colts, one Spanish 
stallion, 18 wild mares & colts, 10 yearling colts, 8 
two-year old colts
▶  Rancho Bolsa Nueva Moro Cojo containing 6 leagues and 
140 acres -- 26,780 acres @ $1; improvements on same.  ▶  
A lot of ground in Monterey City fronting on Alvarado Street, 
25 varas front by 60 varas deep; 1/2 of the improvements 
thereon.  ▶  A lot of land on the north side of the Salinas 
River known as the "Rincon del Tucho" containing 640,000 
square varas, 130 acres @ $4.
Estate of ______ Castro, 16 on 5?
1859, 
p.66-67 Caruthers Samuel 5,000 sheep mixed breed [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.66-67 Crane George W.
Rancho 
Lomerias 
Muertas; 
Rancho  
Tequisquita
Household furniture, farming tools, two wagons, 4 
American cows, 6 American cows with calves, 2 
American heifers, 20 Spanish cows, 35 Spanish cows 
& calves, 10 American yearling calves, 10 Spanish 
yearling, 200 half breed yearlings, 45 American bulls, 
1,200 Spanish stock cattle, 300 half breed colts, 3 
American horses, 2 American mares & colts, 2 
American colts, 4 American stallions, 20 Spanish 
mules, 100 wild mares & colts, 80 mares, 75 yearling 
colts, 5 hogs, 2 jacks, 54 fowls
▶  An undivided half of the Rancho Lomas Muertas 
bounded on the N by the Pajaro River, on the E by the 
Rancho Tequisquita, S by the San Felipe and San Justo 
Ranches and west by San Benito River, 3,665 acres @ $1.50.  
▶  One undivided one third of so much of the Rancho 
Tequisquita as lies in Monterey, being about three quarters of 
said rancho being bounded by the Pajaro River on the N and 
the Rancho San Ysidro, east by the Sierra, S by the San Justo & 
San Felipe, and west by Lomas Muertas.  1,245 acres @ 
$1.50. Improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.68-69
Curtis & 
Conover
Cash on hand $300, solvent debts, merchandise and 
stock in trade ___ ____; 2 heifers
▶  A lot of ground in Monterey City first lot N. of Gomez 
between Main and Alvarado Street, 80 varas; improvements 
on the same.  ▶  A lot of ground in Monterey city, 90x71 & 
80, Smith side of Decatur Street between Main and Blair; 
improvements on same.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.68-69 Cooper J. B. R.
Rancho Salinas, 
Bolsa del 
Potrero y Moro 
Cojo or La 
Sagrada Familia; 
and El Sur
One life boat, household furniture, farming tools, 
four wagons, 3 carts, 3 carriages, 14 Spanish oxen, 6 
American cows, 144 Spanish Cows, 160 Spanish 
yearling calves, 690 half breed yearling calves [see 
Assessors Note - correction to 590], 16 American 
bulls, one two-year old colt, 49 Spanish horses, 10 
Spanish colts, 4 American stallions, 14 Spanish mules, 
3 colts, 70 wild mares, 30 mares & colts, 41 yearling 
colts, 20 two-year old colts, 8 American sheet - ewes; 
12 American sheep - ewes with lambs; 100 half breed 
wethers & rams; 95 half breed ewes; 50 hogs, 36 
fowls, 1 American colt
▶  The Rancho Salinas bounded SE by the Old Salinas Road, 
N.W. by the Timbredero, N of the Salinas River, containing 
about 1,000 acres of arable land, 3/4 land and water and the 
balance pasture lands, 6,600 acres @ $2 per acre; 
improvements on the above.  ▶  Rancho Sur bounded N by  
Pico Blanco, W by the Pacific ocean, S & E by the mountains, 
200 acres arable land, the balance broken and mountainous.  
8,880 acres @ 40 cts. per acre; improvements on the above.  
▶  A lot of ground in Monterey City, 50x90 varas, south 
side Cal. St., first lot E of M. Dias; improvements on the same.  
▶  A lot in the City of Monterey, 600x600 varas, N. 6 Range 
1.  ▶  A lot in the City of Monterey, 600x600 varas, N. 6, 
Range 2.  ▶  A lot in the City of Monterey 70x48 varas west 
side of Van Burren St, first lot N of Josefa Garcia.  ▶  A lot in 
Monterey City, 117x46 feet, E side of Van Buren Street, first 
lot south of Frank Dowd.  ▶  A lot in Monterey City 100x98 
varas, N side of Decatur Street, W of McKinley.  
Improvements on last mentioned lot.
Insert from Assessors Office, Monterey 
County:  "Whereas on the Regular 
Assessment Roll of Monterey County for 
the year 1859, J. B. R. Cooper has been 
assessed for 690 half breed yearling 
calves, now therefore I George Hale do 
hereby certify that the same is a clerical 
error in said assessment, and that the 
assessment should be 590 half breed 
yearling calves.  Given under my hand at 
the City of Monterey the 20th of Sep. 
1859, George Hale, County Assessor, 
Monterey Co.
1859, 
p.68-69 Cooper Mrs. J. B. R. 70 head of Spanish stock cattle, 30 half breed calves [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.70-71 Callagham D. O. Solvent debts $158.75, stock in trade
A lot of ground in Monterey, corner of Alameda & Pearl, 
29X150 feet; improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.70-71 Chapin L. P.
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, one 
buggy, one American cow, one American mule, one 
Spanish mule, one mare & colt, one yearling colt, one 
hog, 6 fowls
The improvements on a claim of 160 acres of land near and 
to the West of the "San Cayetano" Ranch.
1859, 
p.70-71 Coffman Thomas F.
Household furniture, one wagon, four American oxen, 
2 ___ Spanish ox, one American cow, 20 American 
yearling calves, two half breed yearling calves, one 
American bull, two Spanish horses, one yearling colt, 
7 two-year old colts, 20 hogs, 24 fowls
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.70-71 Cumming Wm.
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, one 
American cow & calf, one American heifer, 2 half 
breed cows & calves, 2 half breed yearling calves, one 
American mare & colt, two Spanish horses, one mule, 
one yearling colt, one hog, 40 fowls
The improvements on land near the Salinas River and on the 
Pajaro side of said river.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.70-71 Canfield Robert W.
Household furniture, farming tools, wagon, 2 
American oxen, 4 American cows & calves, one 
Spanish cow, 3 half breed cows & calves, 4 American 
yearling calves, one Spanish yearling calf, one yearling 
steer, two half breed mares & colts, 75 hogs, 100 
chickens
The improvements on land on the west of San Juan Town.
1859, 
p.72-73 Chafoin Martin Cash on hand $600, 1,400 Spanish sheep. [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.72-73 Chattelaine Samuel Merchandize & stock in trade; jewelry
Two lots of ground in San Juan, N. 4 & 5 block 8116, 70 
yards and 22 inches front and 33 deep.  Granted to Samuel 
Chattelaine by Angel Leheja, Judge of the Town of San Juan.
1859, 
p.72-73 Catholic Church [no personal property listed]
4/5 of the church buildings adjoining the Catholic Church in 
San Juan Bautista.  The original as confirmed by the United 
State District Court, to the Catholic church at San Juan, 
containing 400 varas opposite the House of Saul Tyler; 
improvements on the same.
San Juan, Rev. F.F. Ana?, agent
1859, 
p.72-73 Calm Lambert Buena Vista [no personal property listed]
The Rancho Buena Vista bounded on the S by the Guadalupe 
Ranch, on the E by the Salinas River, on the N by the Toro 
Ranch, on the west by the Toro Mountain and containing 
8888 acres, principally grazing land.
1859, 
p.72-73 Celijo Eulogio de [no personal property listed]
A lot of ground in Monterey City 26 by 40 varas on California 
St.; improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.72-73 Cook A.
Solvent debts $1,200, stock in trade,  household 
furniture, 12 Spanish cows, 15 Spanish cows & 
calves, 2 Spanish horses, 12 fowls
Improvements on lot on Pearl Street west side near 
Washington St.
1859, 
p.74-75 Carroll Ralph
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, 3 
American cows & calves, three Spanish cows & calves, 
4 heifers, 6 half breed yearling calves, one Spanish 
mare & colt, 2 Spanish horses, one wild horse, 30 
hogs, 50 fowls
Improvements on claim in Carmelo
1859, 
p.74-75 Curtis William
Household furniture, 2 American cows, one American 
cow & calf, 2 American heifers, 2 American yearling 
calves
▶  40 acres of land on the east side of the Salinas River near 
Blanco Crossing known as the Cole Grant.  ▶  A lot of 
ground in Monterey City west side of Main St., 40 b 50 varas; 
improvements on the same.  ▶  A lot of ground in Monterey 
City on Main Street, west side, 60 by 100 feet.  ▶  A lot of 
ground in Monterey City on Estrada Street, 24 by 50 varas; 
improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.74-75
Colombet        
Colombet           
Colombet           
Clemente      
Jose               
Ana Kell
Mission San 
Juan Bautista [no personal property listed]
The orchard containing about 400 varas lying and being 
situate on or near the town of San Juan about 100 yards N.E. 
of the Catholic Church and commentary (sic), formerly under 
the control of the Mission Priests of San Juan Bautista.
 and all other known or unknown       
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1859, 
p.74-75 Cano Nicholas One wagon, 3 Spanish horses [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.76-77 Callaghan J. D.O.
Solvent debts $387, drugs & medicines, medical 
library and one watch
▶  A lot of ground in Monterey City on Main St. west side, 
48x50 feet, first N of J. Watson; improvements on the same.  
▶  A lot of ground in Monterey City, 35 x 35 varas, west side 
of Main St., first lot S of ______ _______; improvements on the 
same.
1859, 
p.76-77 Comfort John R.
One stage wagon, one buggy, 3 American horses, 8 
Spanish horses, 3 sets stage harness; 1 buggy harness
A lot of ground in Monterey City commencing at a point on 
Hartnell St., seventy-two feet from the NE of the house of the 
late Mr. E. J. Hartnell, on land towards the bridge fifteen 
yards, thence southwesterly parallel with the wall of said 
Hartnell thirty-yards; thence parallel with said street toward 
said wall fifteen yards; thence parallel with said wall and 
towards said street thirty yards to the starting point; 
improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.76-77 Cipriani Leonetto Rancho Piojo Solvent debts $200
The Rancho Piojo bounded NE by the Sierra Lucia, E by the 
Nacimiento, and west by the San Maguelito, containing 
13,330 acres @ 60 cts.; improvements on the above.
1859, 
p.76-77 Clough D. :
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, 2 
American cows & calves, one Spanish cow, one 
Spanish cow & calf, 2 Spanish yearling calves, one 
American work horse, 2 Spanish horses, 10 hogs, 20 
fowls
Improvements on claim on the Pajaro.
1859, 
p.78-79 Carter Charles
Household furniture, one wagon, one American cow 
& calf, 4 Spanish horses, 3 hogs, 43 fowls [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.78-79 Clay E. R.
Household furniture, one American cow & calf, one 
Spanish horse, 27 fowls, farming tools, one gun and 
one pistol.
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.78-79 Clay W. T.
Cash on hand $150, one Spanish cow & calf, 2 
yearling calves [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.78-79 Canfield C. A.
Medical Library, medicines, one watch, 20 Spanish 
cattle, 3 half breed cattle, one Spanish horse, 20 
fowls, cash on hand $89.75, solvent debts $150
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.78-79 Corby Hannah
One wagon, 8 Spanish cows & calves, 6 Spanish 
yearling calves, 2 Spanish horses, 25 fowls
A lot of ground in the City of Monterey, 100x50 varas 
adjoining a lot and house of Rafael Estrada commencing at 
the corner of said Estrada house; improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.78-79 Celenford John K. Cash on hand $120
A lot of ground in Monterey City, 12x50 varas, E side of 
Larkin Street, first lot S of Wm. Hamal; improvements on the 
same.
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1859, 
p.80-81 Curtis  H. C.
Solvent debts $200, stock in trade, household 
furniture, one wagon, two Spanish cows, one Spanish 
cow & calf, 5 Spanish yearling calves, 5 Spanish 
horses, 8 mares & colts, 9 yearling colts, 50 hogs
Improvements on claim on the south side of Carmel River 
near the claim of M. C. Ireland.
1859, 
p.80-81 Cappe Juan Household furniture [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.80-81
Cappe & 
Gandorf Merchandize and stock in trade [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.80-81 Coles H. $2,500 Monterey County bonds [no real estate listed] D. Jacks agent
1859, 
p.82-83 Cambustan C.
Ex-Mission 
Soledad [no personal property listed]
▶  4,440 acres of the ex Mission Soledad.  ▶  Vineyard, 
400 varas square more or less.  ▶  A lot of ground in 
Monterey City, 32x40 varas, corner of Franklin & Spence 
Streets.  ▶  A lot of ground in Monterey City, 50x100 varas 
corner of Prince and Franklin Street.  ▶  Improvements on 
the above lots, two houses occupying parts of both lots.
1859, 
p.88-89 Downs W.
Cash on hand $15, household furniture, 2 tame 
Spanish cows, 15 cows & calves, 3 Spanish heifers, 22 
Spanish yearling calves, one American bull, 6 fowls
A lot of land at Hill Town (Salinas) 100 feet by 264 feet deep; 
improvements on same.
1859, 
p.88-89 Dunn James
Rancho San 
Filipe
Household furniture, farming tools, two wagons, 15 
American cows & calves, 15 Spanish cows & calves, 8 
American bulls, 350 head of Spanish stock cattle, 5 
American mares, 4 colts, 10 tame Spanish horses, 6 
American stallions, 3 Spanish mules, 150 wild mares 
& colts, 50 head colts & fillies, 1,000 Spanish ewes 
with lamb, 15 goats, 34 fowls
Two leagues of the Ranch San Filipe being much to lie in the 
County of Monterey of the 17,760 acres of said Ranch, as 
conveyed to James Dunn, Peter Dunn and Pustáre Touchard 
by Y. P. Pacheco and wife on the 6th day of April 1857 to 
which reference is made for a better description, 8,8880 
acres @ $2; improvements to the same.
1859, 
p.88-89 Davis Thaddeu
One wagon, cash on hand $400, merchandize and 
stock, one American horse, 30 fowls, household 
furniture, farming tools, one wagon belonging to 
Fairchild
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.88-89 Durin T. B.
Blacksmith tools & stock in trade, one small wagon, 1 
California horse, one California mare, household 
furniture
A lot of ground in San Juan the S.W. corner of Tuitchell block, 
100x150 feet; improvements on the same, dwelling house 
and blacksmith shop
1859, 
p.88-89 David J. B. Solvent debts $25, one Spanish horse [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.88-89 Devine John S. 5 Spanish stock cattle, 1 California horse [no real estate listed]
Year - 
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1859, 
p.90-91 Davenport J. P.
2 Boats, 50 cords of pine wood, Ty-works & Whaling 
operation, 1,700 gallons oil, household furniture, 
farming tools, 2 American oxen, 6 Spanish oxen, one 
Spanish cow & calf, 1 Spanish steer, one Spanish 
mare, one hog, 20 fowls, 3 wagons
▶  Lot of ground in Monterey City 20 yards front by 45 
yards deep on the western side of Montgomery Street near 
Washington Street and on the south side of Oslo Street, 
formerly belonging to the Belcher Estate.  ▶  A lot of ground 
in Monterey City on the eastern side of Castro Street and on 
the N Side of Oslo Street, 40 yards deep from Oslo Street and 
25 yards front on Oslo Street formerly belonging to the 
Belcher Estate.
1859, 
p.90-91 Dolan A. A. San Benito
Solvent debts $125, household furniture, farming 
tools, 2 wagons, 6 American cows, 12 American cows 
& calves, 3 Spanish cows & calves, 13 American 
yearling calves, 5 half breed yearling calves, 1 
American bull, 10 American stock cattle, 10 half breed 
cattle, one American Horse, 1 Canadian mare, one half 
breed horse, two yearling colts, 19 hogs, 48 fowls, 20 
head of American stock cattle for J. Swain
Improvements of claim on San Benito
1859, 
p.90-91 Duarte Ygnacio
Farming tools, one wagon, 4 Spanish oxen, 53 
California cows & calves, 2 Spanish bulls, 45 Spanish 
stock cattle, 1 Spanish horse, 1 Spanish stallion, 2 
Spanish mules, 7 Spanish mares, 4 Spanish mares & 
colts, 4 two-year old colts, 40 head Spanish stock 
sheep, 5 hogs, 12 chickens, 6 turkeys, 3 ducks
A lot of ground in Monterey City 22 1/2 varas front by 100 
varas deep; improvements on the same; a house in Carmello.
1859, 
p.90-91 Day Marianna Gomez
Household furniture, 100 Spanish colts, 2 wild mares, 
one horse & colt [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.92-93 Davids Mark
Rancho San 
Cayetano
One wagon, one American cow & calf, four Spanish 
mules, 12 fowls The improvements on claim on the Rancho San Cayetano.
1859, 
p.92-93 Denmark G.
Household furniture, one wagon, one American cow, 
one Spanish horse, one Spanish mare and colt, 5 
hogs, 18 fowls
The improvements on claim of 160 acres of land on or near 
the San Cayetano Ranch, on the Estro Vallejo.
1859, 
p.92-93 Dutra Samuel 5 Spanish cows & calves, household furniture
A lot of ground in Monterey City 40x50 varas, S.E. corner of 
Van Buran and Jefferson Street; improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.92-93 Dolores Maria [no personal property listed]
A lot of ground in Monterey City 50 yards square; 
improvements on the same. A. Augustin (Agent)
1859, 
p.92-93 Durate Rosario
Solvent debts $200, one boat, stock in trade, 
household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, one 
small wagon, 6 Spanish oxen, 5 Spanish calves, 40 
Spanish cattle, 3 Spanish horses, 15 Spanish sheet, 7 
hogs
Improvements on land in Carmello.
1859, 
p.92-93
Dixon, and all 
other known 
and unknown
G. ? D. [no personal property listed] A wood lot in the City of Monterey 600x600 yards, T 7, Range 1.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.94-95 Dowd Francis
7 California cows & calves, 6 California heifers, 
household furniture, 40 hogs, 20 fowls, stock in 
trade, solvent debts $200
▶  A lot of ground in Monterey City 36x50 varas east side of 
Van Buren Street, first lot N of Cooper; improvements on the 
land.  ▶  A log of ground in Monterey on Encinal Street.  ▶  
A lot of ground in Monterey on Encinal 12x 50 yards. ▶  A 
lot of land in Monterey on Encinal Street, 25x50 yards.  ▶  A 
lot of ground in Monterey 16 1/2 by 33 1/2 yards formerly 
owned by Thomas & Jane Allen, adjoining a lot formerly 
owned by James Bennett; Improvements on the land.  ▶  A 
lot in Monterey City containing 7,500 square yards conveyed 
by grant to Francis Watson in 1847 and recorded in Book of 
Records, page 49.
1859, 
p.94-95 Degraw W. ?
Rancho Point 
Pinos
Solvent debts $600, stock in trade, one wagon $150, 
one wagon $100, six wagons $25, 12 American oxen, 
36 Spanish oxen, one Spanish horse.
The equal undivided half of the Rancho Point Pinos bounded 
N by lands of M. Little and Monterey Bay, E by Monterey City 
lots, S by Pescadero & Pacific Ocean, 1,500 acres @ $2 per 
acre; 1/2 of the improvements thereon.  Saw mill, outbuilding 
and wharf.
1859, 
p.94-95 Dias Manuel Household furniture
One wood lot in Monterey City 600x600 varas, known as the 
Joya.
1859, 
p.94-95 Dias Luisa [no personal property listed]
A lot of ground in Monterey City 60x40 feet, corner of Polk 
and California Street; improvement on the same. M. Dias (agent)
1859, 
p.94-95 Davis Frank
Cash on hand $100, stock in trade, household 
furniture, one two-year old colt, 14 fowls, 2 Spanish 
heifers
▶ A lot of land in the City of Monterey on Main Street, 
25x90 fee; improvements on the same.  ▶ A house near the 
Custom House on Scott Street.
1859, 
p.104-105 Espinosa José Antonio
Rancho San 
Miguel
One wagon, 4 Spanish oxen, 9 tame California cows & 
calves, 200 head of Spanish stock cattle, 5 tame 
Spanish horses, 17 wild mares & colts
▶  800 acres of the Rancho San Miguel being an undivided 
interest in said rancho, 800 acres @ $1.  ▶  A lot of ground 
in Monterey City 1x50 varas, west side of Pacific Street, first 
lot N of _______; improvements on same.
1859, 
p.104-105 Espinosa Lugenda Castro de
Rancho San 
Miguel [no personal property listed]
2,750 acres of the Rancho San Miguel bounded N. by Rancho 
Cañada de San Miguel, E. by the Natividad, S. by the Santa Rita 
and W by the Rancho Salinas, 2,750 acres @ $1 per acre; 
improvements on the same.
Heirs of
1859, 
p.104-105 Eaton Nathaniel
Solvent debts $250, household furniture, one wagon, 
9 American cows & calves, 1 Spanish horse, 1 Spanish 
mare, 1 yearling colt, 1 two-year old colt
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.104-105 Echereria Refugio
One wagon, 2 Spanish horses, 5 Spanish cows & 
calves, 20 Spanish stock cattle, 2 Spanish oxen, 18 
yearling colts, 5 Spanish mares
A lot of found in San Juan Town, west of and adjoining 
Boyles; improvements on same.
1859, 
p.104-105 Echereria Francisco One California horse saddle & bridle
A lot of ground in San Juan Town about six acres, bound N by 
Alameda Road, west by Castro, east by José Marin Castro 
land; improvements on same.
1859, 
p.104-105 Espinosa Pedro Household furniture, one wagon Improvements to the Pilarcitos.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.106-107 Espinosa José Maria
Rancho San 
Francisco de 
Paisanes; 
Rancho San 
Miguel
Household furniture, two wagons, 1 Spanish oxen, 30 
Spanish cows & calves, 350 head of Spanish stock 
cattle, [part of this inventory is covered by a 
handwritten note correcting Carlos Espinosa entry ], 
40 ____ horses.
▶  1/2 of Rancho San Francisco de Paisanes bounded W. by 
the San Justo Ranch, E. by the Santa Ana and S. by the 
mountains.  Granted by Gov. Micheltorano in A.D. 1842.  
Transcript of A. Y. Land Commission No. 596, 4,440 acres @ 
$1.50 per acre.  ▶  An undivided interest in the Rancho San 
Miguel of 1,776 acres (sic).  ▶  A lot of ground in San Juan; 
improvements on the same - present residence.
1859, 
p.106-107 Escolle Kenore?
Solvent debts $200, merchandize & stock in trade, 
one bakers wagon, bakers tools [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.106-107 Espinosa Carlos
Rancho La 
Posa de los 
Ositos; Rancho 
San Miguel
Household furniture, farming tools, ten Spanish oxen, 
10 Spanish cows, 700 head of Spanish stock cattle, 
20 Spanish horses, 10 mares, 12 wild mares, 2 
yearling colts, 200 Spanish sheep
▶ The Rancho La Posa de los Ositos bounded N by Ranch 
de los Coches, E by the Salinas River, S by San Bernardo & 
west by the mountains, containing 17,760 acres @ 30 cts. 
per acre; improvements on the above ranch.  ▶ 1,000 varas 
square of the Rancho San Miguel being an undivided interest 
in said rancho bounded N by the Rancho Cañada de San 
Miguel, east by the Natividad, south by the Santa Rita and 
west by the Rancho Salinas, about 888 acres @ $1 per acre.
Assessor Note:  Whereas upon the 
regular assessment roll of the County of 
Monterey for the Year 1859, there 
appears a clerical error to wit in the 
assessment of Carlos Espanosa there is 
assessed the Rancho "La Posa de los 
Ositos containing two leagues of land 
which is assessed as 17,760 acres.  Now 
therefore, I George Hale, late County 
Assessor of Monterey do herby certify 
that the assessment should be 8,880 
acres being two leagues.  George Hale, 
County Assessor, Monterey County.  Oct. 
7, 1859.
1859, 
p.106-107 Estado Santiago Household furniture, ten fowls [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.108-109 Estrada Rafael
Rancho San 
Lorenzo
100 head of California cattle, 25 tame cows, 6 
Spanish oxen, 6 tame horses, 15 wild mares, 15 wild 
colts
▶  The Rancho San Lorenzo at the west side of the mouth of 
Salinas River containing 2,218 acres of land; improvements 
on the above.  ▶  A lot of ground in Monterey City, 36x102 
yards on Munras Street; improvements on the above.  ▶  A 
lot, 50x100 on Estrada Street, Monterey City; improvements 
on the above.  ▶  A lot on the Gulch, E. side of SBB Boxers?, 
30x100 varas.  ▶  A lot on west Estrada Street, 100x22 
varas. ▶  A lot on east Estrada Street, 30x70 varas.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.108-109 Edmondson Alfred
Cash on hand $280; household furniture, one cart, 4 
American cows & calves, 3 half breed heifers, one 
yearling calf American, one American bull, 3 half breed 
steers, 26 half breed stock cattle, 2 Spanish horses, 
one Spanish mare, 3 half breed horses, 2 yearling 
Spanish colts, 2 year-old colts, 2 hogs, 41 fowls, 38 
Spanish cattle and 3 American cattle in trust for B. 
Finley
▶  Improvements on the east side of the Aromas Ranch in 
San Juan Valley.  ▶  A lot of ground in San Juan, 200 feet 
square west of the National Hotel and fronting on the same 
Street; improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.112-113 Felgham George F.
Cash on hand $500, household furniture, farming 
tools, one wagon, one buggy, two American cows, 8 
American cows & calves, 3 American heifers, 4 
Spanish cows & calves, 4 Spanish heifers, one 
American bull, one American horse, 4 half breed 
mares & colts, 3 yearling Spanish colts, 4 two-year old 
Spanish colts, 30 hogs, 60 fowls
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.112-113 Ford William
Solvent debts $140, household furniture, farming 
tools, one wagon, buggy, one American cow, 8 
American cows & calves, 2 Spanish cows & calves, one 
half breed cow, one half breed cow & calf, 3 half 
breed yearlings, one American bull, one American 
horse, 3 Spanish work horses, 3 Spanish mares, 2 
yearling colts, 50 chickens, 8 tons of hay, 1 shot gun, 
1 rifle, 1 watch
Improvements on claim of 160 acres of land on the west side 
of San Juan Town.
1859, 
p.112-113 Fuller J. C.
1,000 lbs. of beans, household furniture, farming 
tools, one wagon, 4 California horses, 70 hogs [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.112-113 Francis Robert 3 American cows & calves, one American horse. [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.112-113 Feliz ___tina Household furniture
A lot of ground in Monterey, 15x100 varas, west side of Fair 
Ground, first lot N [of] G. Hollowell; improvements on same.
1859, 
p.112-113 Filipe Manuel One California horse
Improvements on land west side of San Juan next east of 
Mankins.
1859, 
p.114-115 Fleming Peter
One Spanish horse, 16 rams, 346 ewes, 100 Spanish 
ewes & lambs, 2 goats [no real estate listed]
Year - 
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1859, 
p.114-115 French O. G.
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, 3 
American cows, one American yearling calf, one 
American horse, two Spanish horses, one Spanish 
mare, one half breed two-year old stallion, one 
American yearling colt, 8 hogs, 28 fowls
The improvements on 160 acres of land near the Ranch San 
Cayeteno and adjoining land of one Archibald McKeilly.
1859, 
p.114-115 Flint Bixby
Rancho San 
Justo
One buggy, one wagon, 2 American oxen, 6 American 
cows, 7 head of stock cattle, two American horses, 3 
Spanish horses, 5,500 ewes & lambs & mixed breed 
stock sheep, 1,900 wethers American, household 
furniture, two hogs, 2 hatches, 4 pistols, 2 rifles, 2 
guns
The equal undivided on half part of all the Rancho San Justo 
bounded on the N by land of F. P. Pacheco, E by the Robles 
de San Juaquin to the Puerto del Rosario, on the S by the 
Gavilan ridge of mountains and by the hills of the vineyards, 
on the west.  The whole Rancho San Justo estimates to 
contain 17,760 acres.  The undivided half of said rancho 
containing 8,880 acres @ 2. cts. per acre; improvements 
there on dwelling house, outhouses and fencing.
1859, 
p.114-115
Fauisini? & 
Girardin [no personal property listed]
▶  A lot of ground in Monterey City adjoining the gulch at 
the N and at the S of J. Boston - 50 varas front x 64 varas 
deep; improvements on the same. ▶  One lot near the 
church containing 635 square yards; improvements on the 
same.
1859, 
p.114-115 Fickle B. J. One Spanish horse, 50 hogs [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.116-117 Finch R. J.
Household furniture, 2 guns, 3 Spanish cows & 
calves, 5 half breed cows & calves, 2 Spanish horses, 
3 colts, 8 hogs, 12 fowls
Improvements on claim near the Ranch Los Vegas and Rio del 
Pajaro.
1859, 
p.116-117 Flood Michael
Household furniture, farming tools, one light wagon, 
12 American cows & calves, 7 American heifers, one 
Spanish horse, 10 hogs, 43 fowls
Improvements on claim of 160 acres of land near the Ranch 
Las Vegas de Rio del Pajaro.
1859, 
p.116-117 Finch Jas. W.
Stock in trade, one American cow, ten Spanish horses, 
two hogs, 20 fowls, household furniture, grain and 
hay $30
[No real estate listed]
1859, 
p.122-123 Graves George
Rancho 
Nacional
Solvent debts $600, farming tools, household 
furniture, 2 wagons, 2 American cows, 4 American 
cows & calves, 2 American heifers, 10 Spanish cows, 5 
American yearling calves, 5 Spanish yearling, 1 
American bull, 12 half breed stock cattle, 2 American 
horses, 1 American mare, 10 American colts, one 
American stallion, 3 Spanish mules, 10 wild mares & 
colts, 10 wild mares, 12 yearling colts, 150 hogs, 100 
chickens
325 acres of land being a portion of the Rancho Nacional on 
the Salinas Plain known as the Lonnita de Rodea @ $5. per 
acre; improvements on same.
1859, 
p.122-123 Gordon T. B. Tularcitos
Farming tools, one wagon, 2 Spanish horses, one wild 
mare, 400 head of Spanish stock sheep One fourth of the Tularcitos Ranch, 6,660 acres
Year - 
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1859, 
p.122-123 Gregg Joseph W.
Solvent debts $250, one wagon, 2 Spanish cows & 
calves, one Spanish mare & colt, 1 Spanish mare, 2 
Spanish horses, 8 mules, 20 hogs, 100 fowls, 
household furniture, farming tools
Improvements on claim in Carmel Valley.
1859, 
p.122-123 Gaillard J. C.
Solvent debts $100, 2 American cows & calves, one 
Spanish cow, one Spanish cow & calf, 2 half breed 
heifers, one American bull, 12 Spanish stock cattle, 1 
Spanish horse
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.122-123 Gabriel Ralph Household furniture [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.124-125 Gomez José A.?
One wagon, 6 Spanish cows, 34 head Spanish stock 
cattle, 5 Spanish horses, 5 Spanish mares & colts, 5 
hogs, one jack, 8 fowls, one saddle & bridle
Lot of ground in San Juan Town east of and adjoining 
Sebastopol Hotel; improvements on same.
1859, 
p.124-125 Giggling Antonio
Cash on hand $50, farming tools, one wagon, 4 
Spanish oxen, 3 Spanish cows, 8 Spanish cows & 
calves, 2 half breed heifers, 5 Spanish stock cattle, 1 
half breed, 1 half breed mare, one wild mare, 3 
yearling colts, 3 two-year old [colts], 9 hogs, 24 
chickens
Improvements on land on the Salinas.
1859, 
p.124-125 Giggling Valentine
2 Spanish cows & calves, 3 half breed heifers, 2 
Spanish stock cattle 2 Spanish horses, 2 Spanish 
mares, one yearling colt, 3 half breed sheep, 6 hogs, 7 
half breed ewes & lambs
Improvements on Pre-emption claim, Salinas.
1859, 
p.124-125 Gerrero Julian One Spanish horse, household furniture
Improvements on land on the south side of the Salinas River.  
House formerly occupied by Clara Martinez; house, outhouse 
& fencing.
1859, 
p.124-125 Garcia Maria Ant.
2 California oxen, 1 California horse, household 
furniture, 6 fowls
Two lots of ground in San Juan Town being two blocks of 200 
feet square each, east of Isaiah Martin's place; improvements 
on same.
1859, 
p.124-125 Gomez Rafael
250 Spanish cattle, 7 California horses, 12 wild mares 
& colts [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.126-127 Gomez Filipe
70 wild mares & colts, 14 California horses, one 
buggy, 250 Spanish stock cattle
A lot of ground in the City of Monterey, 103 by 35 varas, 
west side of Alvarado Street, first lot N of Rodregus; 
improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.126-127 Gomez Juan E. 190 head of Spanish stock cattle, 10 mares & colts [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.126-127 Gregg John
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, one 
half breed cow & calf, one American horse, one 
American mare & colt, one 2-year old colt, 24 fowls
The improvements on a pre-emption claim near the San 
Cayetano ranch and proving claim of McKinley to the E\N of 
claim of Thos. Trimble
Year - 
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1859, 
p.126-127 Gasten J. C.
Hotel furniture, stock in trade & liquors, two 
American cows, 4 American cows & calves, one 
American heifer, one half breed cow & calf, 3 half 
breed yearling calves, one American bull, one half 
breed mare & colt, one half breed colt
▶ A lot of ground in San Juan Town on which stands the 
National Hotel; improvements on the same. ▶  Six acres of 
land in San Juan bounded on the east and south by Joseph 
Hildreth place, on the NW by land of G. W. Hubbard; 
improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.126-127 Goldman B.
Solvent debts $1,000, merchandize, one Spanish 
horse [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.126-127 Greenburg A. Merchandize and stock in trade [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.128-129 Gonzales Teodoro
Rincon de la 
Punta del 
Monte de la 
Soledad
Household furniture, two cart, 37 wild mares, two 
Spanish stallions, 13 colts, 30 tame horses, one 
American horse, two Spanish mules, one carriage 
($100), one carriage ($200), 3,000 head of Spanish 
stock cattle, one American bull, 50 tame California 
cows & calves, 8 California oxen, 110 Spanish stock 
sheep, 15 fowls, furniture in the house on the ranch
▶ The Ranch San Ysidro or Rincon de la Punta del Monte de 
la Soledad containing about four leagues bounded N. by 
Ranch Guadalupe, south by San Vicenti, east by the 
mountains and W. by Salinas river; 17,600 acres; 
improvements on the above.  ▶ Lot of ground in Monterey 
City on Fremont and Abrego St., 100 varas front by 80 varas 
deep; improvements thereon.  ▶ Lot of ground in Monterey 
City on Amesta St., 33 varas front by 50 varas deep; 
improvements on the above; 3 houses.  ▶ Lot on Beacon 
Street, 18 varas front by 50 varas deep; improvements on the 
same.  ▶ Lot corner of Smith & Polk Street, 30 varas front by 
50 varas deep; improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.128-129 Gonzales Mauricio
Rancho San 
Miguelito de la 
Trinidad; Los 
Ojitos; Rancho 
de la Nationale
Household furniture, one wagon, one cart, 8 Spanish 
oxen, 16 Spanish cows & calves, 2 Spanish bulls, 
1,300 Spanish cattle, 24 Spanish horses, 6 Spanish 
mules, 14 wild horses, 70 wild mares, 40 yearling 
colts, 15 Spanish sheep wethers, 40 ewes, 25 ewes 
with lambs
▶ The Rancho San Miguelito de la Trinidad bounded N by 
Rancho Milpitas, E by Los Ojitos, S by Piojo, W by San 
Antonio Mountains, 22,220 acres; improvements on the 
same.  ▶ The Rancho de la Nationale situated in the Ojitos 
being 4,238 acres of said Rancho Ojitos which is bounded on 
the N by the Jolon, south by Ranch Piojo, E by Rancho Pleito 
and by the Mission San Antonio, 4,238 acres; improvements 
on the above Nationale.
1859, 
p.130-131 Gill Atenjend?
Merchandize, household furniture, 4 Spanish oxen, 4 
Spanish horses, 10 fowls Improvements on claim at San Antonio Mission.
1859, 
p.130-131 Gomez José
Two Spanish oxen, 50 Spanish cattle, 3 Spanish 
horses, 5 mares & colts, 35 Spanish ewes & lambs [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.130-131 Guardin Juan Merchandize, one wagon, on Spanish horse
A lot of ground in Monterey City on Pearl St, 66 feet front, 90 
feet deep, west of lot of W. Robinson; improvements on the 
same.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.130-131 Garner Guadalupe
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, one 
Spanish cow, one Spanish cow & calf, 2 Spanish 
horses, one Spanish mare & colt, one Spanish stallion, 
5 wild mares, one mare & colt, 5 Spanish sheep, 2 
hogs
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.130-131 Guaraxa Ventura
2 Spanish oxen, 5 American cows & calves, 2 Spanish 
yearling calves, one Spanish horse, on Spanish mare & 
colt, 2 hogs, 10 fowls
Improvements on claim of 160 acres of land near the 
Carneros Ranch and adjoining claim of Pedro Narento.
1859, 
p.130-131 Gardelle Felipe Merchandize & stock in trade [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.132-133 Gutierez Joaquin
Household furniture, one wagon, 10 Spanish cows & 
calves, one half breed bull, 140 Spanish cattle, 18 
Spanish horses, 28 head of wild mares & colts, 12 
fowls
A lot of ground in Monterey City, 29 by 31 varas, NW corner 
of Main & Jefferson St.; improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.132-133 Gutierez Francisco 60 Spanish stock sheep
A lot of ground in Monterey City in front of the Court House, 
30 by 30 varas.
1859, 
p.132-133 Glotzback Sebastian
Solvent debts $30, household furniture, 
merchandize, 7 fowls
A lot of ground in Monterey City on the east side of Main 
Street and adjoining lot of Gil Sanchez; improvements on the 
same.
1859, 
p.132-133 Gill Jose Maria
Six Spanish cows with calves, 4 Spanish yearling 
calves, 20 Spanish cattle, 2 wild horses, 5 mares and 
colts, 4 yearling colts, 2 two-year old colts
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.134-135 Gregory D. L.
Rancho Point 
Pinos
Solvent debts $500, wagons & other vehicles, 
household furniture, library
▶ One undivided half of Rancho Point Pinos bounded by 
lands of the Little Monterey Bay, E by Monterey City lots, S by 
Pescadero and Pacific Ocean, 1,500 acres @ $2 per acre; 
improvements on the above interest.  ▶ 4 lots of ground in 
Monterey City, No. 1, 2, 3 & 4 of Block 15, Broadway, 
Littletown.  ▶ A lot of ground in Monterey City, 100 by 50 
varas, NW corner of Pearl and Alvarado Street; improvements 
on the land.  ▶ One wood lot in Monterey, 600 by 600 
yards, No. 8, Range 1.  ▶ One wood lot in Monterey, 300 by 
300 yards, No. 2, Range 4.  ▶ A lot of land (the Munras 
property) bounded N by Antonio Mendez, E by Main Street, S 
by Vicenti Cantrua; improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.134-135 Gore John C.
Rancho 
Pescadero [no personal property listed]
The Rancho Pescadero bounded NW by the Pacific Ocean, NE 
by Rancho Point Pinos, SE by the Pueblo Lands of Monterey, 
4,440 acres @ $2 per acre; improvements on the same.
Year - 
Page Last Name First Name
Middle 
Name Rancho Personal Property Real Estate and Improvements Notes
1859, 
p.138-139 Hodges Charles
Solvent debts $90, household furniture, one wagon, 
18 American cows and calves, 4 American heifers, 12 
American yearling calves, 2 American bulls, 2 American 
horses and colts, one American mule, one two-year 
old colt, 2 sows & 9 pigs, 60 chickens
Improvements of lot of ground in San Juan formerly Hickeys 
place.
1859, 
p.138-139 Harris Daniel Merchandize & stock in trade, household furniture [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.138-139 Hollowell B. K.
Household furniture, one wagon, farming tools, one 
American cow, 5 American cows & calves, 3 American 
heifers, 1 Spanish heifer, 4 American yearling calves, 
one American Bull, 2 Spanish mares, 17 Spanish ewes, 
15 chickens
Improvements on the Larios Tract of land near San Juan Town.
1859, 
p.138-139 Harris W. B.
One wagon, 6 young American calves, 2 Spanish 
mares with colts, 43 American lambs, 8 hogs, 50 
chickens, household furniture, farming tools, cheese
Improvements on claim in the ______ Aeuesta? near San Juan 
Town.
1859, 
p.138-139 Hurdnot Richard
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, 2 
American oxen, 3 Spanish cows & calves, 1 Spanish 
mare
Improvements on claim in Carmel Valley; home and fencing. 
[Property listed and then crossed (xxx) out.]
1859, 
p.138-139 Hitchcock Jeane ?
One American cow, 3 Spanish heifers, one half breed 
bull, 1 Spanish horse, 5 hogs, 5 fowls [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.140-141 Harland W. San Justo
Household furniture, one wagon, one American cow, 
11 American cows & calves, 14 American yearling 
calves, 50 American stock cattle, 1 Spanish horse, 1 
Spanish mare & colt, 24 chickens
▶  Improvements on San Benito creek on the San Justo.  ▶  
Improvements on San Justo Ranch near _____ house.
1859, 
p.140-141
Harland & 
McCane
100 Spanish cows, 75 young calves, 100 yearling 
calves, 7 Spanish horses, 2 American steer, 2 
American bulls
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.140-141 Harris R. B.
40 American cows, 2 Spanish cows, 14 American 
heifers, 18 young calves, one bull, one American mare 
& colt, 24 fowls, household furniture, farming tools, 
one watch, one stud horse, 1 California horse, Cash & 
solvent debts in trust for __ Burniss $425
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.140-141 Harrold G. B.
Rancho 
Natividad
Solvent debts $1,200, 150 Spanish stock cattle, one 
American cow & calf, 40 Spanish cows & calves, 5 
Spanish horses, 2 Spanish mares, 1 young colt, 3 
yearling colts, 12 chickens, household furniture, 1/2 
interest in a gun
▶  The 1/2 of a half interest in the Rancho Natividad as 
divided from the widow Alviso as her interest as the heir of 
Butron; 1/2 of improvements on the same.  ▶  The 1/2 of 
the land formerly call the Stanley place lying and being about 
8 miles southeast of San Juan Town; 1/2 of improvements on 
the same.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.140-141 Hazelrigg T. T.
Bar fixtures, liquor, household furniture, 1 pig, 60 
chickens [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.142-143 Hunt John
9 Spanish cows & calves, solvent debts $160, 2 
American cows & calves, 8 yearling calves, 1 Spanish 
mare, 12 chickens, 1 sow & 6 pigs, household 
furniture
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.142-143 Huckstradt L. C.
1 Spanish horse, 30 goats, 350 Spanish ewes & 
lambs, 50 Spanish ewes, 40 wethers & rams [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.142-143 Hobbler C. ? J.
350 Spanish ewes & lambs, 239 Spanish ewes, 11 
mixed breed rams [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.142-143 Haight F. ?
Rancho Cañada 
Lagunda
Farming tools, one wagon, one American cow, 1 
Spanish horse, 1 mare, 30 American ewes, 225 
American ewes & lambs, 7 half breed wethers & rams, 
14 goats, 12 chickens
The Rancho Cañada Lagunda bounded as follows, as 
surveyed by the U.S. Land Survey, beginning in the bank of 
the River Carmello at a tree or post _____ to N.W. thence 
across the river to a post in a field occupied by __ Clay, 
thence N. 30◦ East about 2 miles to a tree marked to N.W., 
being N.W. corner, thence eastwardly to a tree in the Cañada 
Lagunda marked as above, thence southerly down the Cañada 
Lagunda and nearly on the course thereof to the place of 
beginning containing 4,414 acres @ one dollar per acre; 
improvements on the above ranch.
1859, 
p.142-143 Higgins E. W.
Cash on hand $125, household furniture, farming 
tools, 2 Spanish cows & calves, 1 Spanish heifer, 8 
Spanish yearling calves, 4 Spanish cattle, one Spanish 
mare, 1 half breed mare, 1 Spanish mule, 7 chickens
Improvements on claim of 160 acres of land on the Salinas 
plain; house and fencing.
1859, 
p.142-143 Higuera John Santos [no personal property listed]
A lot of land in San Juan containing about 6 acres ____ by 
County Road east by Castro, west by T. Chavis; Improvements 
on same.
1859, 
p.144-145 Hall W. L.
Rancho Santa 
Rita
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, 5 
American cows & calves, 3 American horses, 2 half 
breed mares & colts, 5 half breed colts, 30 hogs, 6 
goats, 21 chickens
5/12 of the Rancho Santa Rita bounded N. by Rancho San 
Miguel, S. by Sausal and San José, E. by Natividad, west by 
Rancho Salinas, 1,750 acres @ $2 per acre; improvements on 
the above.
(R. T. Hall agent)
1859, 
p.144-145 Heath Job 
Solvent debts $100, 1 Spanish cow & calf, 1 Spanish 
mare, 30 American stock cattle, 1 hog, 10 chickens
Improvements on claim of 160 acres of land on the coast 
between the Carmel Stone Quarry, known as the Coral de 
Padres.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.144-145 Hatch Joseph
Household furniture, farming tools, one American 
cow, one Spanish cow, 2 calves, one half breed cow & 
calf, 3 half breed yearling calves, 5 half breed stock 
cattle, 4 Spanish horses, one 2-year old colt, 15 hogs, 
45 fowls
Improvements on land near the Ranch San Cayetano
1859, 
p.144-145 Hubbard W. G.
Household furniture, 7 American cows & calves, 21 
Spanish cows & calves, 4 Spanish cows, 22 yearling 
calves, one American bull, two Spanish mares, one 
colt, one tame Spanish horse, 12 fowls
Improvements on land in San Juan adjoining Gasters land on 
the N. & W.
1859, 
p.144-145 Hutt John
One Spanish cow, one half breed cow, one half breed 
cow, one yearling calf, one American horse, 2 half 
breeds, one Spanish horse, 60 sheep half breed 
wether & rams, 100 sheep half breed ewes, 100 sheep 
half breed ewes & lambs, household furniture, 30 
tons of hay, farming tools, one gun, 40 fowls
32 acres of land on the west of San Juan Town, 
improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.146-147 Harris George C.
Merchandize stock & household furniture, one 
buggy, one American horse [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.146-147 Harmon Charles
Cash on hand $50, 2 Spanish horses, barber shop 
fixtures & stock in trade, one buggy, one spring 
wagon, 4 setts harnesses, 2 saddles & fine bridles, 
one watch
The small stable on Avalos ? lot on Washington Street
1859, 
p.146-147
Halleck & 
Burton [no personal property listed]
A lot of ground in Monterey City west side of Van Buren St, 
50x100 varas, 1st lot N. of Casper Appel; improvements on 
same.
1859, 
p.146-147 Halleck H. W. [no personal property listed]
A lot of ground in Monterey City, 50 by 100 varas, E. side of 
Van Buren Street, first lot N. of Trescone's; improvements on 
the same
1859, 
p.146-147
Hoffman & 
Redding
200 Spanish ewes & lambs, 240 Spanish ewes, 100 
Spanish wethers [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.146-147 Hall D. C.
Household furniture, one wagon, farming tools, 2 
American horses, 98 Spanish cattle, 2 American bulls, 
35 yearling calves  in tenant for Bruno Bernal; 15 head 
of Spanish yearling calves for K. H____. 
Improvements on claim near the Rancho Los Bayos del Rio 
del Pajaro on the Pajaro River adjoining claim of W. H. Rowe ?
1859, 
p.148-149 Hall Mary A.
One buggy, 2 American cows & calves, 7 Spanish cows 
& calves, 10 Spanish yearling calves, 8 Spanish horses, 
one American stallion, 7 mares & colts, 3 mares, 5 
yearling colts, 20 sheep half breed, 12 hogs, 10 goats, 
26 fowls
[no real estate listed]
Year - 
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1859, 
p.148-149 Hanlon John
Household furniture, one wagon, 2 setts harnesses, 2 
American cows, 6 American cows & calves, 2 yearlings, 
one Spanish cow, 2 American yearling calves, one 
American bull, 4 American cattle, one American mare 
& colt, 3 half breed mares, 4 2-year old colts, one 
Spanish mule, 2 sheep, 10 hogs, 24 fowls; 17 
American cows & calves, 5 American cows in tenant 
for Thos. Curran?
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.148-149 Haley S.
Rancho Lomas 
[Lomerias] 
Muertas
[no personal property listed]
One undivided half of the Rancho Lomas [Lomerias] Muertas 
bounded by the Pajaro River on one side, on another side by 
the San Benito and the other sides by the Rancho Tequisquita 
[Llano del Tequisquita] and San Justo containing one and one 
half leagues of lands the undivided half being 3,330 acres @ 
150 cts. per acre.
1859, 
p.148-149 Harris Jane Household furniture, one Spanish cow, 12 fowls
A lot of ground in Monterey City 35x100 yards on Spence 
Street; improvements on same.
1159, 
p.150-151 Hall Elisha
Rancho 
Natividad
Household furniture, one American cow, 2 American 
cows & calves, one American yearling, 20 Spanish 
cattle, 10 Spanish horses, one mare & colt, 15 
chickens
▶ A lot of ground in San Juan containing 8 acres; 
improvements on same.  ▶ The half of a half interest in 
Rancho Natividad as divided from the widow Alviso as her 
interest as the heir of Butron; 1/2 the improvements on the 
same.  ▶ The half of the land formerly called the Stanley 
Place lying and being about 8 miles S.E. of San Juan Town; 1/2 
the improvements on same.
1159, 
p.150-151 Harron Charles One buggy, one wagon, 3 Spanish horses, 30 fowls
▶ A lot of ground on Washington St., 46 fee wide front by 
93 feet deep; improvements on the same.  ▶ A lot of ground 
in Monterey City, 36x50 varas, back of Muritz (?).
1159, 
p.150-151 Hartnell Teresa
El Alisal 
(Hartnell); AKA 
El Colegio de 
San José and El 
Patrocinio de 
San José
[no personal property listed]
▶ The Rancho Patrocino* bounded N. by Alisal, S. by Llano 
de Buenavista, containing 4,440 acres.  ▶ A lot of ground in 
the City of Monterey, N.E. side of Hartnell St., first lot S.E. of 
John Comfontio ?; improvements on the above.  ▶ A lot of 
ground in Monterey City N.E. side of Hartnell Street, 1st lot 
S.E. of Vasques.  ▶ A lot in the City of Monterey on Monroe 
St. S.E. corner of Scott St.
(Heirs of W.E.P. Hartnell, deceased)  
[*Burgess McK. Shumway lists property 
as El Alisal (Hartnell); AKA El Colegio de 
San José and El Patrocinio de San José; 
not patented until 1882.  Hoffman Index 
lists it as Alizal.]
1859, 
p.152-153 Hale George Household furniture, 2 hogs, 50 fowls [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.158-159 Irvin R. H.
Merchandize and stock in grade, farming tools, 
household furniture, one buggy, one Spanish cow & 
calf, one American horse, one American mare & colt, 2 
Spanish horses, 2 wild horses, 2 yearling colts, 2 
hogs, 52 fowls
The improvements on claim on or near the San Cayetano 
Ranch, and on the south side and adjoining claim of ____ 
Johnson.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.158-159 Ireland M. C.
Cash $600, two School Warrants, 640 acres, 
household furniture, 3 wagons, farming implements, 
2 American oxen, two Spanish oxen, one American 
cow and calf, 44 Spanish cows & calves, 15 half breed 
cows & calves, 2 American bulls, 2 half breed bulls, 
100 Spanish cattle, 4 American mares & colts, 13 
colts, 2 Spanish horses, 2 Spanish mares & colts, one 
American Stallion, 4 American mules, one yearling colt, 
one two-year old Spanish colt, 50 hogs, 125 fowls
▶ Improvements on land in Carmel Valley.  
▶ Improvements on land south side of Carmello River near 
the "Potrero" Ranch.
1859, 
p.162-163 Jefferson John
Cash on hand $90, household furniture, farming 
tools, one wagon, 1 American cow & calf, 6 Spanish 
cows, 7 Spanish cows & calves, 1 Spanish heifer, 1 
American yearling calf, 12 Spanish yearling calves, 2 
Spanish horses, 35 hogs, 26 chickens
Improvements on pre-emption claim of 160 acres of land on 
the south side of Carmello River; house and fencing.
1859, 
p.162-163 Johnson John T.
One wagon, 1 Spanish horse, 2 half breed mares & 
colts, 1 half breed mare, 40 hogs, 24 chickens, 
farming tools, household furniture
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.162-163 Jefferson Rhueben One wagon, 1 Spanish horse, 10 fowls [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.162-163 Johnson W. S.
Cash on hand $100, solvent debts $620, 
merchandize goods in store, household furniture, 2 
half breed cows & calves, 3 half breed yearling calves, 
2 Spanish horses, 1 Spanish colt, 9 lambs
A lot of ground in Monterey City, 50 varas front on Pacific 
Street and 80 varas deep, 1st lot S. of the Court House and 
Jail, Corner of Madison & Pacific St.; improvements on same.
1859, 
p.162-163 Johnson Jak E.
Household furniture, farming tools, two wagons, one 
carriage, one American ox, one Spanish ox, one 
American cow & calf, one American heifer, one 
American horse, two Spanish horses, two wild mares 
& colts, one yearling colt, two 2-year old colts, 10 
hogs, 80 fowls
Improvements on claim of 160 acres of land near the south 
of the Salinas River.
1859, 
p.164-165 Joyce W. Willis
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, 6 
hogs, 49 fowls, two American horses
The improvements of 160 acres of land on the San Cayetano 
Ranch.
1859, 
p.164-165
Joseph         
Williams
Peter           
John H.
Household furniture, 2 American oxen, 50 fowls, one 
American horse, one Spanish mare & colt, 18 hogs, 2 
harnesses, farming tools
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.164-165 Johnson Dorase
Household furniture, one light wagon, one American 
cow, 9 American cows & calves, one Spanish cow & 
calf, 8 American yearlings, one half breed bull, one 
Spanish horse, one Spanish mare & colt, 2 hogs, 30 
fowls
The improvements on claim on or near the San Cayetano 
Ranch on which claim the School House is now located.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.164-165 Jones R. B.
Rancho Ojitos, 
part of
Household furniture, one wagon, 6 Spanish cows & 
calves, 6 American bulls, 212 Spanish stock cattle, 2 
Spanish horses, 6 California mules, 2 yearling colts
One league of land being a part of the Rancho Ojitos 
bounded N. by Jolon, S. by Rancho Piojo, E. by Rancho Pleyto 
and west by the Mission of San Antonio, 4,440 acres @ 40 
cts per acres.
1859, 
p.166-167 Jewit Henry
Household furniture, one wagon 2 American oxen, 3 
American cows & calves, 4 American heifers, 4 half 
breed cows & calves, 3 American yearlings, one 
Spanish horse, 6 hogs, 9 fowls
Improvements on claim on the Pajaro.
1859, 
p.166-167 Jacks David
Cash on hand $350, $17,288 in County Bonds, other 
personal property, one American mare, one California 
mule.
▶ A piece of land between Carmello River and the Potrero 
Ranch.  ▶ One wood lot in Monterey, N. 2, Range 5, letter D.  
 ▶ One wood lot in Monterey, N. 9, Range 1. ▶ One wood 
lot in Monterey, N. 7, Range 2. ▶ One wood lot in Monterey 
[no further identification]. ▶ One wood lot in Monterey, N. 
3, Range 6, letter A.  ▶ One wood lot in Monterey, N. 3, 
Range 6, letter C.  ▶ One wood lot in Monterey, N. 6, Range 
6, letter A.  ▶ One wood lot in Monterey, N. 9, Range 2, 
letter C.  ▶ One wood lot in Monterey, N. 2, Range 2, letter 
A.  ▶ One wood lot in Monterey, N. 10, Range 2.
1859, 
p.166-167 Johnson D. A. $10,200 Monterey County Bonds [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.174-175 Kellog Vandeman
Solvent debts $50, lumber, one wagon, 6 American 
oxen, 2 Spanish oxen, one half breed colt, one wagon [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.174-175 Kerampones Jacob
Solvent debt $1,500, merchandize, 50 Spanish calves 
& one yearling, 4 Spanish horses Improvements on claim in Carmello.
1859, 
p.174-175 King W. S. [no personal property listed]
A lot of ground in Monterey City, east side of Pacific Street in 
rear of and adjoining lot of Bartola Redonda; improvements 
on same.
1859, 
p.178-179 Logwood Thomas
Cash on hand $1,059, solvent debts $500, 
household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, one 
American cow, one American cow & calf, 4 half breed 
cows & calves, 7 half breed yearling calves, 1 American 
bull, 1 Spanish horse, 1 Spanish mare, 3 colts, 4 
Spanish mules, 20 hogs, 15 chickens
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.178-179 Laporte W.
Merchandize & stock in trade, one wagon, 50 Spanish 
cows & calves, 4 American bulls, 250 Spanish cattle, 6 
Spanish work horses, 8 wild horses, 10 wild mares & 
colts
[no real estate listed]
Year - 
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1859, 
p.178-179 Landell A.
Solvent debts $110, household furniture, 2 wagons, 
30 American cows & calves, farming tools, 3 American 
bulls, 60 American stock cattle, 34 Spanish cattle, 2 
American stallions, 25 wild horses, 15 wild mares, 15 
wild mares & colts, 1 sow & 5 pigs, 30 fowls
▶ Improvements on clam on Bolsa San Cayetano.  
▶ Improvements on land on the Gabilán.
1859, 
p.178-179 Little Lewis
Solvent debts & cash on hand $2,000, merchandize 
and stock in trade, household furniture, one half 
breed heifer
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.178-179 Lugar Baina 2 Spanish horses, 1 watch, one pistol [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.180-181 Luna Jesus
One wagon, one Spanish horse, 15 Spanish mules, 
9,000 Spanish sheep [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.180-181 Lima Frank 2 whale boats, casks craft, 190 barrels of oil [no real estate listed] (Charles Phillips & Co.)
1859, 
p.180-181
Lynch & 
Rhoeding
Solvent debts $1,000, household furniture, farming 
implements, one wagon, one buggy, 10 Spanish oxen, 
30 Spanish cows, 16 American bulls, 2,000 head of 
Spanish stock cattle, 2 American stallions, 2 Spanish 
mules, 20 horses, 80 mares & colts, 800 Spanish 
sheep
2,442 acres of land adjoining the Rancho of Santa Anna and 
Quin Sabe; improvements on same.
1859, 
p.180-181 Lisk Myon
Cash on hand $15, solvent debts, $28, household 
furniture, farming tools, two wagons, 4 Spanish cows 
& calves, 2 heifers, 14 half breed yearling calves, 1 
Spanish steer, one American horse, 3 colts, one 
American mule, 1 Spanish mule, 2 yearling colts, 2 2-
year old [colts], 100 hogs, 35 chickens, 9 ducks
▶ Improvements on claim of 160 acres of land on the 
Salinas plain; house, outhouse and fencing.  ▶ A lot of 
ground in Monterey City being a portion of lot numbered on 
Plan of Monterey CXXXX, 27 varas by 100 varas.
1859, 
p.180-181 Lisk J. H. One Spanish horse
Improvements on claim of 160 acres of land in the Salinas 
plains.
1859, 
p.182-183 Layton Charletta N.
Household furniture, one wagon, 12 Spanish cows & 
calves, 12 Spanish heifers, 4 Spanish horses, 20 
goats, 30 chickens
▶ A lot of ground in Monterey City, 100x150 feet; 
improvements on the above.  ▶ A lot of ground 60 varas 
square near the old brick kiln.
Deduct $1,000 for widow.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.182-183 Larios Manuel
Rancho Santa 
Anna; Rancho 
San Antonio
Household furniture, one old carriage, 5 Spanish oxen 
8 Spanish cows & calves, 5 heifers, 4 Spanish work 
horses, 7 Spanish mares, 3 colts, 125 Spanish stock 
sheep
▶ The whole of the Rancho Santa Ana as granted by the 
Mexican Government to the claimant and as confirmed and 
surveyed by the U.S. Government, containing 5 1/2 leagues 
bounded N. by San Filipe and San Joaquin ranchos, S. by San 
Francisco Ranch, W. by the San Benito Ranch and San Justo, 
24,420 acres at $1.50 per acres and improvements on same.  
▶ The Rancho San Antonio bounded N. by San José Stage 
Road, W. by Ranch Aromas, E. by Rancho de la Cabada 
containing one league as granted by the Mexican Government 
to M. Larios, 4,440 acres at 2. cents per acres; improvements 
thereon.
1859, 
p.182-183 Libby R. A. One boat
Improvements on claim of 160 acres of land on the coast 
below Carmel Stone quarry.
1859, 
p.182-183 Larios José Mario
13 Spanish cows & calves, one Spanish horse, saddle 
& bridle, household furniture
Improvements on the Larios tract of land formerly owned and 
occupied by Jerry Brickel; house and fencing & outhouse.
1859, 
p.182-183 Leager Paul One launch, household furniture
Improvements on the land known as Paulo Island near the 
mouth of the Salinas River.
1859, 
p.182-183 Lauterback Jacob Farming tools, 2 American mules [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.184-185 Larkin, Estate of Thos. O. [no personal property listed]
▶ One lot of ground in Monterey City, S.W. corner of Van 
Buren & Franklin St.  ▶ One lot of ground in Monterey City 
on Tyler St.  ▶ One lot of ground in Monterey City east side 
of Main Street.  ▶ One lot of ground in Monterey City S.E. 
corner of Van Buren and Madison St.  ▶ One lot of ground 
in Monterey City N.E. corner of Larkin & Franklin St., 50x100 
varas.  ▶ One lot of ground in Monterey City W. side of 
Peace St., 50x100 varas and, N. of Vallejo.
 G B H Cooper, Administrator
1859, 
p.184-185 Lugo Cayetano San Geronimo
Household furniture, 16 Spanish cows & calves, three 
Spanish bulls, 45 Spanish stock cattle, 4 Spanish 
mares, 4 mares & colts
A 2/5 undivided interest in the Rancho San Geronimo 
bounded by the Guadalupe Rancho & by the Salinas River, 
South by the Soledad, and west by the hills, 2,664 acres at 55 
cts per acre; improvements on the above.
[Possibly known as Paraje de Sánchez  
ultimately patented to C. Lugo et al in 
1866 per Shumway.]
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1859, 
p.184-185 Little Milton
Merchandize, household furniture, 4 Spanish cows & 
calves, 3 Spanish yearling colts, 4 Spanish cattle, one 
American horse
▶ 318 acres of land near Monterey bound N. by the Bay of 
Monterey, E. by Monterey City lots, S. by the pine woods, and 
west by Point Pinos Ranch; improvements on the same.  
▶ A lot of ground in Monterey City west side of Alvarado 
Street, first lot N. of A. S. Taylor, 100x1000 varas; 
improvements on the same.  ▶ A lot in Monterey City E. side 
of Munras Street, 80x57 varas, between lots formerly owned 
by Marcella Escola and Juan Arroyo.  ▶ A lot in Monterey 
City, W. side of Munras Street, first south of lot formerly 
owned by ___ Sacia? one wood lot in Monterey 600x600 
varas, N. 10, Range 3
1859, 
p.184-185 Levy L. Solvent debts $50, household furniture
A lot of ground in the City of Monterey, S.W. corner of Pearl 
and Castro Street; improvements on same.
1859, 
p.186-187 Loveland L. F. ?
Household furniture, one wagon, farming tools, one 
American cow & calf, one Spanish horse, one Spanish 
mare & colt, one yearling colt, one 2-year old colt, 2 
hogs, 1 buggy
Improvements on claim near the Mission lands of San Carlos.
1859, 
p.186-187 Leese J. P. Rancho Sausal [no personal property listed]
▶ A lot of ground in the City of Monterey west side of Main 
street, S. of Jefferson and W. of Manjous dwelling containing 
129 1/3 yards by 30 2/3 yards deep; improvements on the 
same.  ▶ Twenty-four acres of land S. of A. Tomes, N. of 
Southern Salinas Road, east of Kings garden @ $3 per acre.  
▶ Two lots in Monterey City bounded by the C____ by the N 
& S, known as  the Armento Residence, 100 yards more or 
less; improvements on the same.  ▶ One lot on the east side 
of Main Street, south of the Custom House, 190 feet on 
Main St, 300 feet deep on the Beach.  ▶ One lot west side of 
Estrada St., south of __ Castro, 24x100 yards.  ▶ A lot N.W. 
corner of Market and Decatur Street, 20x32 varas.  ▶ A lot 
on Little's plot where the saw mill stood, 100x150 yards; 
improvements on the same.  ▶ The Rancho Sausal, 4,444 
acres more or less bounded on the east by Alisal, S. by 
Nacional, W. by Sausal de los Gotas ad the Espinosa, N. by 
the Natividad @ $4 1/2 per acre for 4,000 acres and $5 for 
[illegible]; improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.188-189 Lane J. P.
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon & one 
buggy, 40 American cows 13 with calves, 40 Spanish 
cows & calves, 50 American stock cattle, 50 Spanish 
stock cattle, 2 American mares & one mare and colt, 3 
Spanish horses, one yearling colt
[no real estate listed]
Year - 
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1859, 
p.192-193 Meadows James
2 wagons, 9 American cows & calves, one American 
bull, five half breed bulls, 250 head Spanish stock 
cattle, one American horse, four Spanish horses, one 
American colt, one Spanish stallion, six Spanish 
mules, 15 wild horses, 19 wild mares, 21 mares & 
colts, 150 head of Spanish stock sheep, 10 hogs, one 
jack, 50 goats, 10 fowls
▶ Rancho "Palo Escrito" Sando in Carmel Valley, bounded 
N. by Monterey Pueblo lands, S. by the Carmel River, E. by 
Coral de Padillo, W. by Rancho Cañada Segunda, being one 
league of land, 4,440 acres at $__ per acre; improvements on 
the above.  ▶ A lot of ground in Monterey City; 
improvements on the above lot.
[Diseño 573, Monterey County, Tract in 
(Meadows)  - name may have been 
applied to land by Meadows prior to it 
being patented in 1866; AKA Meadows 
Grant  per Shumway]
1859, 
p.192-193 Martin James
Rancho 
Natividad
Cash on hand $150, one wagon, 2 American oxen, 2 
Spanish oxen, 1 American cow & calf, 9 Spanish cows 
& calves, 2 half breed heifers, one American yearling 
calf, 3 Spanish yearling calves, 1 half breed calf, one 
Spanish work horse, 2 mares, 2 yearling colts, 16 
hogs, 30 chickens
1/24 of the Rancho Natividad, 370 acres
1859, 
p.192-193 McDougall James
Two Spanish oxen, 1 American cow & calf, one half 
breed cow & calf, 8 Spanish cows & calves, 6 head of 
Spanish stock cattle, 2 Spanish horses, 2 mares & 
colts, 1 mare
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.192-193 Martinez Euhinio
One wagon, 3 Spanish oxen, 4 Spanish cows, two 
calves, one yearling calf, one Spanish horse, one mare, 
one mare & colt, 4 fowls
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.194-195 McMahon James
Rancho Pleito 
[Pleyto]
$400 dollars in County Bonds of Monterey County, 
solvent debts $500, good merchandize, one 
California horse, 12 fowls, household furniture
▶ Rancho Pleito bounded on the north by Ojitos, on the 
east by Nacimiento, on the south and west by the mountains, 
three leagues, 13,332 acres @ 40¢ per acre.  ▶ A lot of 
ground in San Jun Town, 198 feet square; improvements on 
the same, dwelling house, store, fence & outhouses.
1859, 
p.194-195 Mills James
One lumber wagon, two American cows, 8 American 
cows & calves, 8 heifers, 10 American yearling calves, 
50 Spanish calves, 4 American bulls, 200 Spanish 
cattle, 5 Spanish horses, 2 mares & colts, one Spanish 
mule, one yearling colt
Improvements on claim in the Cañada del Tope.
1859, 
p.194-195 McGrath D. Eleven Spanish stock cattle, 4 Spanish mares & colts
160 acres of land being a portion of the Rancho Nacional on 
the Salinas plains @ $5 per acre; improvements on the above, 
house & corral.
1859, 
p.194-195 Martin Azariah ?
Solvent debts $50, 2 American oxen, 7 American cows 
& calves, 8 Spanish cattle, 2 Spanish mares & colts, 24 
fowls, 3 hogs, farming tools, library, household 
furniture
A lot of ground in San Juan Town, 310 fee square; 
improvements on same.
1859, 
p.194-195 Massorille Pauline [no personal property listed]
A lot of ground 5 acres in San Juan Town bounded on the 
south & west by the Alameda or County Road on the east by 
lands of Rafael Hernandez, on the north and east by lands of 
Samuel, David & John Breen; improvements on same.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.196-197 McMichal E.
Cash on hand $600, solvent debts $100, household 
furniture, one wagon, buggy, one American cow, 5 
American cows & calves, 1 Spanish cow & calf, 9 
American cattle, 3 Spanish horses, 14 hogs, 25 
chickens, 3 turkeys
Improvements on claim of 160 acres of land in the N. & W. of 
San Juan Town, formerly owned and occupied by J. P. Lane; 
dwelling house, outhouses & fencing.
1859, 
p.196-197 Myles Jorad
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, 2 
American cows, 16 American cows & calves, two half 
breed cows & calves, 12 American yearling calves, 3 
Spanish fillies, 1 2--year old Spanish filly, 2 yearling 
colts, 1 2-year old colt, 17 hogs, 4 fowls, rifle & shot 
gun
Improvements on land in San Juan Valley; present dwelling 
house, outhouse & fencing.
1859, 
p.196-197 Matthews R. Y.
Household furniture, one wagon, three American milk 
cows & calves, one Spanish cow, 17 Spanish cows & 
calves, 2 American yearling calves, 8 Spanish calves, 3 
Spanish mares & colts, 3 Spanish sheep, 8 hogs, 30 
chickens
Improvements on land lying west of San Juan Town; dwelling 
house, fencing & corral.
1859, 
p.196-197 Manking Peter
Solvent debts $50, farming tools, one American cow, 
one Spanish cow, 5 Spanish cows & calves, 2 half 
breed calves, 2 Spanish cattle, one Spanish mare, 6 
wild horses, 7 hogs, 24 fowls
Improvements on land in San Juan Valley N & west of San 
Juan Town on the County Road to San Jose; dwelling house 
and fencing & outhouses.
1859, 
p.198-199 Manking Walter
Household furniture, one wagon, 2 American cows & 
calves, 2 Spanish horses, 3 Spanish mules, one 
Spanish mare & colt, one Spanish mare, 2 yearling 
colts
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.198-199 Manking Pancho Anna?
3 Spanish mares & colts, 3 wild mares & colts, two 
wild horses, 4 yearling colts, 2 hogs [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.198-199 McDougall Ja
Cash on hand $30, solvent debts $400, household 
furniture, 1 wagon, 2 American oxen, 2 Spanish oxen, 
4 Spanish cows & calves, 4 yearling calves, 30 hogs, 
50 fowls
Improvements on claim in Carmel Valley
1859, 
p.198-199 Merritt Juana Castro de One Spanish cow, 3 calves, 2 pigs
A lot of ground in Monterey City, 40x45 varas, N.W. corner of 
Pacific and Franklin Street; improvements on same.
1859, 
p.198-199 McLauglin Charles
6 American horses, 6 half breed horses, 2 11-
passenger wagons, one four-horse Concord coach, 
10 setts stage harness
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.198-199 Munos José [no personal property listed]
A lot of ground in San Juan Town 40 feet front by 300 feet 
deep being the corner lot west of and adjoining the lot on 
which stands the Sabastopol Hotel; improvements on same.
1859, 
p.200-201 Munras Stephen
Rancho San 
Vicente
One wagon, one cart, 3 Spanish oxen, 6 Spanish cows, 
800 head of Spanish stock cattle, 5 Spanish horses, 1 
Spanish stallion, 24 wild mares & colts
Rancho San Vicente bounded N.W. by San Zenobia, S.E. by 
claim of Wm. LaPorte, south by Salinas River, containing 
19,998 acres @ 50¢ per acres; improvements on the ranch.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.200-201 Munras ___ C. Laguna Seco Household furniture
▶ Rancho Laguna Seco bounded E. by the Toro Road, west 
by the Saucito & N. by the Sand Hills, containing 2,220 acres 
@ 50 cts per acre; improvements on same.  ▶ A lot of 
ground in Monterey City, 100 by 100 varas on Piedmont 
Street; improvements on same.
1859, 
p.200-201 Mason Charles
Cash on hand $6, farming tools, two wagons, two 
American oxen, one Spanish horse, one mare & colt, 
50 chickens
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.200-201 Martin D. 
9 Spanish cows & calves, household furniture, one 
half breed calf, 2 Spanish horses, one Spanish mare & 
colt, 29 fowls
Improvements on claim near the coast at a place known as 
the red woods.
1859, 
p.200-201 Morris              Robert
Farming tools, one wagon, two American cows & 
calves, two half breed heifers, 3 American horses, one 
America mare & colt, one Spanish mare & colt, 3 
American 2-year old colts, 13 hogs, 75 fowls
The improvements on land near San Cayetano. and Lewis A. Lee
1859, 
p.202-203 McCallaster P.
Household furniture, farming tools, five American 
cows & calves, 3 American yearling calves, two 
American cattle, one American horse, three Spanish 
horses, 2 two-year old colts, 12 hogs, 30 fowls, one 
wagon, one buggy
The improvements on 160 acres of land near the Ranch of 
San Cayetano.
1859, 
p.202-203 McCasken Daniel
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, three 
American cows & calves, 3 American heifers, 3 
Spanish cows & calves, one half breed cow, one 
American calf, 2 half breed yearling calves, one 
American bull, four Spanish horses, one half breed 
mare & colt, 60 hogs, 24 fowls
The improvements on government land of the U.S. near the 
south of Salinas River to the W. of San Cayetano Ranch.
1859, 
p.202-203 McNeely Arch
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, one 
American cow, two American cows & calves, three 
American yearling calves, one American bull, two 
Spanish horses, one half breed horse, two Spanish 
mares & colts, one half breed colt, 130 hogs, 84 fowls
The improvements on land near San Cayetano Ranch and on 
the east side of the Pajaro River.
1859, 
p.202-203 Mariano Manuel
Three boats, whaling tackle, 600 barrels of oil (1,800 
gallons) @ ___ cts per___, casks, 3 hogs [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.202-203 Morris John [no personal property listed]
A lot of ground in Monterey City, 40x25 varas on Monroe St.; 
improvements, a small cottage, fence
Year - 
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1859, 
p.204-205 Malarin John
Rancho 
Guadalupe, 
Chular, 
Sanjones
300 head of California cattle, 20 tame California cows, 
10 California oxen, 35 tame horses, 5 tame mules, 50 
wild mares & colts, 80 Spanish sheep, 10 goats, 
household furniture
▶ The Rancho Guadalupe bounded by Buenavista and San 
Cayetano, the Salinas River and Tierra de los Tularcitas 
containing 8,876 acres @ $1 per acre; improvements on the 
above ranch.  ▶ One undivided fifth of Rancho Chular and 
Sanjones bounded by Rancho Buena Esperansa, Tierra de 
Santa Fe, Rancho San Zenobia and the Salinas River, 
containing 3,100 acres @ $1 per acre.  ▶ A lot of ground in 
Monterey City, 20x48 varas on Alvarado Street; 
improvements on the same.  ▶ A lot in Monterey on 
Alvarado St., 24x80 varas; improvements on the same.  
▶ One lot in Huerte Viejo, 100x150 yards; improvements on 
the same.
Deceased.  M. Marlarin Administrator
1859, 
p.204-205 McKee W. H.
Cash on hand $30, solvent debts $300, household 
furniture, one Spanish cow, six Spanish cows & 
calves, 3 Spanish heifers, 5 Spanish yearling calves, 
one American bull, 2 Spanish mares & colts, 2 wild 
mares & colts, one hog, 2 goats, 20 chickens
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.204-205 McKinely Finley San Lucas
Household furniture, one wagon, 60 ewes & lambs, 
38 ewes, 250 Spanish wethers & rams, 1,000 ewes & 
lambs, 1,500 ewes, 6 goats
▶ A lot of ground in Monterey City, 66x90 feet, on the west 
side of Alvarado Street, first lot north of that of Dolores 
Vasques; improvements on the same.  ▶ A lot in City of 
Monterey on the N.E. corner of Estrada and Olive Street, 178 
1/2 x2 29 feet. ▶ The Rancho San Lucas bounded N. by San 
Benito, S. by San Bernardo, E. by the hills, and west by the 
mountains, containing 4,440 acres; improvement on the 
same.
W.H. McKee, agent
1859, 
p.206-207
Monterey 
Wharf Co.
Cash on hand $30, solvent debts $50, pile driver & 
tackle
The overflowed and submerged lands at the City of Monterey 
from the foot of Washington Street to the foot of Larkin 
Street extending to the Bay inclusive and extending into the 
Bay of Monterey on a line with and between said streets 
extending from the line of high tide water to the line of four 
fathoms depth of water at low tide, as granted by the State of 
California  for the term of twenty years for wharf purposes; 
improvements - wharf.
1859, 
p.206-207 Myers John
Household furniture, 3 wagons e American oxen, 3 
Spanish cows, 9 Spanish cattle, 2 Spanish horses, 2 
Spanish mares, one sheep, 25 chickens, 1 duck
▶ A lot of ground in Monterey City 35 yards front on 
Washington Street by 50 yards deep; improvements on the 
same.  ▶ The southern 1/5 of a lot of ground on 
Washington Street in front of John Myers' house.  ▶ One 
wood lot, N. 2, Range 6, 600 yards.  ▶ One wood lot No. 3, 
Range 6, 300 yards.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.206-207 Morenhaut A. E. Aguajito [no personal property listed]
▶ A lot of ground in Monterey City near the cemetery 
containing 3,500 square yards, formerly owned by Joaquin 
Higuerra and sold for taxes by the Sheriff of Monterey, 
November 12, 1852; 166 acres @ $1 per acre; improvements 
on the same.  ▶ 1/3 of the Rancho Aguajita bounded E by 
the Saucito, S.W. by Cañada Segunda & N.W. by Huerte Viejo; 
298 acres @ 50 cts per acre.
1859, 
p.206-207 Menomy Mary
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, 2 half 
breed cows & calves, 2 Spanish horses, 9 hogs, 39 
fowls
Improvements on 160 acres of land near the Ranch of Los 
Bayos del Rio del Pajaro on the Pajaro River.
1859, 
p.208-209 McDougall F. A.
Los Aromitas y 
Agua Caliente, 
Santa Ana y 
Quién Sabe, 
Real de las 
Águilas
Household furniture, two ox carts Chillan, 39 Spanish 
oxen, 30 Spanish cows & calves, 60 Spanish stock 
cattle, 3 American colts, 12 Spanish horses, 2 
American stallions, one Spanish stallion, 2 Spanish 
mules, 30 wild mares & colts, 10 yearling colts, one 
Spanish sheep, 1 hog, 1 jack, 3 goats
▶ 1/6 of the Rancho Aromas including the Vega del Pajaro 
and Carneros bounded N. by Pajaro River, E. by the Rancho 
San Antonio and west by the Lands of José de Jesus Vallejo, 
1,385 acres @ 150 cts.   ▶ 1/6 of the Rancho Quien Sabe 
bound N. By Santa Anna Ranch, S. by Rancho San Francisco 
and west by the San Justo, 2,960 acres @ $1 per acre.  
▶ 1/6 of the Rancho Real de las Aguilas bounded E. by the 
Coast Range and W. by the Quien Sabe Ranch, 2,591 acres @ 
50 cts per acre.  ▶ 1/6 of the lot of ground in San Juan 
Town, the N.W. corner of the Plaza; 1/6 of improvements 
thereon.
1859, 
p.208-209 Miller Wm
Household furniture, 7 Spanish cows & calves, 3 
Spanish yearling calves, one Spanish mare, 7 hogs & 6 
small pigs, 26 fowls
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.208-209 Marentes Pedro
Two Spanish oxen, 8 Spanish cows & calves, 3 
Spanish yearling calves, one American bull, 5 Spanish 
horses, 2 hogs, 15 fowls
Improvements on claim of 160 acres of land near the Rancho 
Carneros.
1859, 
p.208-209 Mays Antoni
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, 2 
American oxen, solvent debts $35, 75 fowls [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.210-211 Morris M.
Merchandize and stock in trade, household furniture, 
one Spanish cow & calf [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.214-215 Neville
Seven hundred American ewes with lambs, five 
hundred ewes. [no real estate listed] Cap. & Mrs. Jack Myers Agents
1859, 
p.214-215 Norton D. E.
Household furniture, one wagon, one American cow 
& calf, one American yearling calf, 1 American horse, 
two Spanish horses, one Spanish mare, one Spanish 
mare & colt, 6 hogs, 20 chickens
Improvements on land west side of San Juan Town; dwelling 
house, outhouses & fencing.
1859, 
p.214-215 Nuñes Sebastian
Cash on hand $300, 10 Spanish stock cattle, 6 
Spanish mares & colts, 26 wild mares [no real estate listed]
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1859, 
p.214-215 Naseman T. H.
Merchandize and stock in trade, saddle & harness, 
goods [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.214-215 Norris
Stephen & 
Jas.
Two boats, 200 jacks of barley, household furniture, 
farming tools, one wagon, 2 Spanish cows & calves, 
one American yearling calf, one Spanish calf, one 
Spanish mare & colt, 4 Spanish mules, 12 hogs, one 
goat, 73 fowls
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.214-215 Nuñes Bassillie 20 California mules, one horse, 10 pack saddles [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.220-221 Otero Vicente
One wagon, 15 Spanish mules, 7,000 Spanish 
wethers, 4 jackasses [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.220-221 Odam Bennett W.?
Farming tools, 3 American cows & calves, one Spanish 
cow & calf, 11 half breed cows & calves, 2 half breed 
heifers, 7 half breed yearling calves, one Spanish mare 
& colt, 5 hogs, 12 chickens
110 acres of land near San Juan Town on the west side east 
of and adjoining R. Canfield's place @$5 per acre; 
improvements on same.
1859, 
p.220-221 Ortega Pilar
Household furniture, 2 Spanish oxen, 10 Spanish 
cows & calves, 5 Spanish cattle, one Spanish horse, 2 
Spanish mares, 25 Spanish sheep, 31 fowls
A lot of land on the east side of San Juan Town bounded in 
the E. by Ygnacio Anza's land, on the N. by Twitchell's land & 
Breen's, on the W. by Nassonette, south by Alameda or 
County Road, 4 acres @ $10; improvements on same
Rafael Hernandez agent.  [Faint note:  
"Given on this year under another 
name."]
1859, 
p.220-221 Odendahle A. E. F.
Rancho 
Natividad
Two American oxen, 10 American cows, 40 American 
cows & calves, 9 American heifers, one Spanish cow & 
calf, 3 half breed cows & calves, 6 American yearling 
calves, 3 half breed yearling calves, 3 American bulls, 
25 head of American stock cattle, 2 Spanish work 
horses, 1 Spanish mare & colt
Two twenty-second 2/22 part of the Rancho Natividad, 808 
acres @ $1.50; improvements on same.
1859, 
p.220-221 Ohn Chris F. One American colt
One wood lot, Monterey City, N. 2, Range 6, 600 by 600 
yards.
1859, 
p.222-223 Ord Jas. L. [no personal property listed]
▶ A lot of ground in Monterey 100 by 150 varas west side 
of Larkin Street; improvements on same.  ▶ A lot of ground 
in Monterey City 40 by 40 yards near the church.  ▶ One 
wood lot, Monterey City, 600x600 yards.
1859, 
p.222-223 Ord Augustine Jiminez [no personal property listed]
A lot of ground in Monterey City 45x45 varas west side of 
Main street, first Lot S. of Convent lot; improvements on 
same.
1859, 
p.222-223 Ord E. G. C. [no personal property listed]
A tract of land situated near Monterey City containing about 
130 acres, bounded NE by Laguna Segunda, SW by lands of A. 
G. Toomes, and NW by the Salinas Road @ $3 per acres; 
improvements on the same.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.222-223 Ollinger John
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, two 
American cows & calves, one American heifer, 2 
Spanish horses, one Spanish mare, one 2-year old 
colt, 29 hogs, 40 fowls
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.222-223 Olarte
Ygnacio & 
_______ 100 head of Spanish cattle, 2 California tame horses
A lot of ground in Monterey City 40 by 102 yards on Munras 
Street.
1859, 
p.222-223 Ojio Salvador personal property
A lot of ground in Monterey City 60 by 100 yards, east side 
of Alvarado Street, SE corner of Franklin; improvements on 
the same.
1859, 
p.224-225 O'Neil John M. Household furniture
▶ A lot of ground in Monterey City 35x50 varas, W side of 
Pacific Street, first lot S. of Gesson; improvements on the 
same.  ▶ A lot of ground in the City of Monterey 110x150 
varas SW corner of Cass And Stockton Street.  ▶ A lot of 
ground in the City of Monterey W side of Freemont Street, 
first lot NW of Castro.
1859, 
p.228-229 Pacheco F. P.
Rancho San 
Felipe
Cash on hand $300, solvent debts $14,100, 
household furniture, farming tools, five wagons, 16 
Spanish oxen, 50 Spanish tame cows & calves, 4,500 
head of stock cattle, 50 tame Spanish work horses, 
one Spanish mare, one American stallion, 2 American 
mules, 4 Spanish mules, 150 wild horses, 3,000 
Spanish sheep, 10 hogs, 8 jacks, 10 jennies, 20 
chickens
▶ The Rancho San Felipe - so much of said rancho that lies 
in the County of Monterey being about 2 1/2 leagues 
bounded and including the Bolsa de San Felipe of one league 
bounded N by Rancho Tequisquita, W by the Lomas Muertas, 
S by the San Justo & east by the Rancho San Joaquin, 15,540 
acres @$2; improvements on the above.  ▶ A lot of ground 
in Monterey City, SW corner of Webster & Abrego St., 60x90 
varas; improvements on the same.  ▶ A lot of ground east 
side of California St., 20x30 varas.  ▶ A lot of ground on Van 
Buren St., 100x100 varas.  ▶ A lot of ground on Van Buren 
St., 200x100 varas.
1859, 
p.228-229 Pool Thos. B.
Household furniture, one wagon, farming tools, 6 
American cows & calves, six American yearling calves, 
one American mare & colt, 4 Spanish horses, one 
Spanish mare, one two-year old colt
Improvements on land in Pajaro Valley
1859, 
p.228-229 Peaslee D. L.
Cash on hand $10, one ferry boat, 2 Spanish mares, 
one Spanish horse, 5 wild mares, one mare and colt, 5 
yearling colts
Improvements on land of F. P. Spring, Salinas, being a portion 
of Rancho Nacional.
1859, 
p.228-229 Pool Joshua B.
Cash on hand $50, one wagon, 3 American horses, 2 
Spanish horses, household furniture, farming tools
Improvements on pre-emption claim of 160 acres of land in 
the Salinas Plain.
1859, 
P.230-231 Post Wm. B.
100 gallons of seal oil, household furniture, farming 
tools, 6 Spanish cows & calves, 3 yearling calves, 2 
Spanish horses, one Spanish mare, 5 hogs, 6 goats, 
25 chickens, 6 ducks
Improvements on pre-emption claim near the coast below the 
Carmel Bay.
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1859, 
P.230-231 Para Antonio
One Spanish cow & calf, one oxen, one yearling calf, 2 
Spanish mares
A lot of land containing 4 acres - a portion of the Ranchita 
Palo Colorado; improvements on the same.
1859, 
P.230-231 Pratolongo L.
Solvent debts of $1,500, one horse, stock of assorted 
merchandize in store, household furniture
A lot of ground in San Juan 60 varas square bounded N by 
Alameda Road, west by José __ Castro's land & house and 
east by lands of Juan Antonio Higuera; improvements on 
same.
1859, 
P.230-231 Pemebaker Geo. F.
One wagon, on American cow & calf 8 Spanish horses, 
one hog, 25 goats, 90 American ewes & lambs, 110 
wethers, household furniture, farming tools
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
P.230-231 Pariagua Faustin
3 Spanish horses, 2 mares & colts, one Spanish 
stallion [no real estate listed]
1859, 
P.230-231 Page John
Household furniture, one wagon, 6 American oxen, 
two American cows, one American cow with calf, 2 
American heifers, one American bull
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.232-233 Potter A. P.
Household furniture, farming tools, one Spanish cow 
& calf, one half breed heifer, 2 Spanish cattle, one half 
breed, 2 Spanish horses, 3 mares with colts, one half 
breed horse, 3 mares, 2 two-year old colts, 10 hogs, 
60 fowls
Improvements on claim of 160 acres of land in the Salinas 
Plain; house and fencing.
1859, 
p.232-233 Palacios J de ___ Merchandize & stock in trade
▶ A lot of ground in Monterey City fronting the marsh, 50 
by 25 varas; improvements on same.  ▶ A lot of ground in 
Monterey east side of Washington Street corner of Pearl, 40 
by 26 varas; improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.232-233 Prescott Wm.
Household furniture, farming tools, one lumber 
wagon, one light wagon, 10 American cows with 
calves, 10 yearling American calves, two America bulls, 
7 American stock cattle, 3 Spanish horses, 4 mares, 
one Spanish colt, 15 hogs, 86 fowls, one watch
Improvements on claim on the NW side of San Juan Town; 
dwelling house, outhouses & fencing.
1859, 
p.232-233 Priest Cyrus L.
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, 4 
American oxen, 2 American cows, one American cow 
& calf, 2 Spanish cows & calves, one Spanish horse, 
one wild mare & colt, 2 yearling colts
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.234-235 Perea
Luna & 
Otero
Cash on deposit $3,500, one buggy, 11,000 Spanish 
wethers, 1,000 ewes Spanish [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.234-235 Perea Joaquin
Two wagons, two Spanish mares, 14,000 Spanish 
sheep - wethers, 250 Spanish sheep - ewes, 30 
Spanish mules, 8 jack-asses
[no real estate listed]
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1859, 
p.234-235 Pomber Juan
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, 4 
Spanish oxen, one Spanish cow & calf, 4 Spanish 
horses, 4 fowls
3 acres of land, part of Ranch San Cayetano @$10 per acre; 
improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.234-235 Pico An M. [no personal property listed] 1,000 acres of the Rancho San Cayetano @$10.
1859, 
p.236-287
Puyol Zabala & 
Co.
2 Spanish oxen, 1,600 Spanish cattle, 30 Spanish 
work horses [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.236-287 Perlee T. H. [no personal property listed]
▶ A lot of ground in Monterey City, 15 by 75 varas, west 
side of Van Buren Street, first lot N of Kooner's.  ▶ A lot of 
ground in Monterey City, 25 by 75 varas, NW corner of Scott 
and Van Buren Street; improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.236-287 Phlilips John Burke Rancho Alisal
Solvent debts, law books, 52 Spanish yearling calves, 
household furniture, Tax Certificate $81.57, Tax 
Certificate $17.54, Tax Certificate $11
▶ A lot of ground in Monterey City, 20x40 yards, corner of 
Pierce & King Street; improvements on the same.  ▶ A lot of 
ground in Monterey City, 40x100 yards, on Emmett Street; 
improvements on same.  ▶ A lot of ground in Monterey 
City, 10x60 yards, west side of John Meyer's residence.  
▶ One wood lot, Monterey City, 300x300 yards, No.9, 
Range 1.  ▶ One wood lot, Monterey City, 300x300 yards, 
N.3, Range 5.  ▶ One wood lot, Monterey City, 300x300 
yards, N.9, Range 3.  ▶ On quarter part of 1 2/3 leagues of 
Rancho Alisal in Monterey County.
1859, 
p.236-287 Polaski Lewis
Solvent debts $300, merchandize, household 
furniture, 12 fowls [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.238-239 Pettis E. H.
Vega del Rio de 
Pájaro
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, one 
American heifer, 1 steer, 2 American cows, 2 Spanish 
mares & colts, one half breed yearling colt, 25 hogs, 
26 fowls
Improvements on the Rancho Los Vega de Rio del Pajaro.
1859, 
p.238-239 Pyburn W.
Money in hand $1,000, solvent debts $200, 
household furniture, 6 Spanish cows & calves, 12 
Spanish heifers
▶ A lot of ground in Monterey on Carmello Road; 
improvements on the same.  ▶ A lot of ground in Monterey 
City commencing at the SW corner of Charles & Gleason St. 
and being 100 yards on Charles Street and 100 on Gleason 
Street.  ▶ A lot of ground in Monterey City, 100 yards 
square commencing at the SW corner of Scott and Wooster 
St.  ▶ One wood lot N.8, Range 1, 600 yards square.
Estate of Hannah C___y Administratrix
1859, 
p.238-239 Peter Italian [no personal property listed]
A lot of ground in San Juan Town the SW corner of Carriage 
Block opposite the Store of Filipe Cardeth and SE of the lot 
and store of McMahon; improvements on the same.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.244-245 Rucker Ambrose
Household furniture, farming tools, two Spanish 
oxen, 16 American cows & calves, three American 
heifers, 5 half breed cows & calves, one half breed 
heifer, 5 American yearling calves, 3 American bulls, 6 
American cattle, one American horse, one wild mare, 1 
2-year old colt, 42 hogs, 45 pigs
About 277 acres of and being an undivided interest in the 
Rancho Cabrestas? bounded in the N by Clifton and Rucker, E 
by Rancho Nacional, south by the Salinas River and west by 
the Monterey Road; improvements on the above 277 acres.
Estate of, W. B. Rucker Administrator
1859, 
p.244-245 Rucker William
73 head of Spanish stock cattle, one Spanish mare, 
one yearling colt, one two-year old colt. [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.244-245 Reeve J.
Rancho San 
José [no personal property listed]
Rancho San José bounded N. by Rancho Salinas, SW by 
Laguna Grade, SE by Sausal, NE by Santa Rita, 5,400 acres @ 
$2 per acre; improvements on same.
1859, 
p.244-245 Roderigues Jaciento
Rancho San 
Lorenzo
3 California tame cows, 750 Spanish stock cattle, 10 
Spanish work horses, 6 wild mares & colts, household 
furniture, 12 chickens
▶ A lot of ground in Monterey City, west side of Alvarado 
Street, 45x45 varas, first lot S of Filipe Gomez; improvements 
on the same.  ▶ One undivided tenth of Rancho San 
Lorenzo bounded N by claim of Wm. LaPorte, E by lands of 
Rafael Sanchez, S by San Bernabe and west by Salinas River, 
2,230 acres @ 50 cents per acre.
1859, 
p.244-245 Ruis Antonio One wagon, one America mule, 1 Spanish mule [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.246-247 Ramerez Cevanio
20 Spanish mules, one Spanish horse, one California 
saddle & bridle, 10 pack saddles. [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.246-247 Rosales Isidora
Household furniture, two Spanish oxen, one Spanish 
cow, 7 Spanish cows & calves, one Spanish yearling 
calf, one Spanish horse, one Spanish mare, 2 hogs
One undivided half of the ranchita known as the Ranch Palo 
Colorado situated on the south side of the Carmello River; 
improvements on the above house & fencing.
1859, 
p.246-247 Rupe John
Household furniture, one wagon, two American cows 
& calves, one heifer, five Spanish cows & calves, 2 
heifers, 3 half breed stock cattle, one Spanish horse, 2 
mares, 2 half breed mares, one colt, 4 yearling colts, 3 
hogs, 35 chickens, 10 tons of hay
Improvements in San Juan Valley NW of San Juan Town; 
house, outhouses & fencing.
1859, 
p.246-247 Roja Teansito
Household furniture, 4 California cows & calves, ten 
Spanish horses, 3 Spanish mares, one colt
A lot of ground in San Juan containing about 3 acres; 
improvements on the same (the Boronda property)
1859, 
p.246-247 Rosas Ambrosio
Bar fixtures, liquors in Sabastipol Hotel San Juan, 1 
California horse, one small wagon [no real estate listed]
Year - 
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1859, 
p.248-249 Reynosa Jesus
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, one 
small cart, two Spanish oxen, 9 Spanish cows & 
calves, two Spanish yearling calves, 450 stock cattle, 
10 Spanish work horses, 10 Spanish mares, 5 colts, 
12 chickens
▶ Improvements on land on the San Benito Creek, San Juan 
Township; dwelling house, outhouses & fencing.  ▶ A lot of 
ground in San Juan Town next east of Jesse Smith place; 
improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.248-249
Rose                     
& Ramig
C.                   
& Ramey A.
San Justo 
Rancho
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, 4 
American cows & calves, 8 American heifers, 2 half 
breed cows & calves, 9 American yearling calves, two 
American bulls, 4 American cattle, one Spanish horse, 
3 Spanish mares, one half breed mare, 5 half breed 
colts, 1 American colt 12 hogs, 100 fowls, 2 American 
cows, 4 Spanish cows & calves, 2 Spanish calves, 4 
American calves
Improvements on the San Justo Rancho; Rose's dwelling 
house outhouses & fencing; Ramey's dwelling house 
outhouses and fencing.
1859, 
p.248-249 Redonda Bartola ___
8 American oxen, on Spanish oxen, 5 Spanish cows 
and calves, one half breed cow & calf, two American 
bulls, 96 Spanish cattle, two Spanish horses, one 
American mule, two Spanish mules
A lot of ground in Monterey City, west side of Main Street, 
south of corner; improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.248-249 Rico Francisco [no personal property listed]
Improvements on claim of 160 acres of land on the Arroyo 
Seco.
1859, 
p.250-251 Roadhouse Joseph
School land warrant $1,280, 3 wagons, household 
furniture, 15 American cows & calves, 5 American 
heifers, 12 Spanish cows & calves, 60 half breed 
heifers, 5 American yearlings, 60 half breed yearling 
calves, 4 American bulls, 70 half breed stock cattle, 4 
American horses, 6 half breed horses, 4 wild mares, 6 
wild mares & colts, 5 yearling colts, 5 two-year old 
colts, 10 hogs, 50 fowls
The improvements on land situated on the south side of the 
Estreo Vallejo and near the San Cayetano Ranch.
1859, 
p.250-251 Rico Tomasa de
Two tame mares, 2 colts, 600 California stock cattle, 
25 wild California mares, 7 colts, 20 tame California 
horses, one California stallion, household furniture, 
one buggy, one American ____ stallion, 3 Spanish 
cows & calves, 2 Spanish mules, 7 colts
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.250-251 Rico
Guadalupe, 
Francisco, 
Vicente, 
Alasandro 
Jose
San Bernardo [no personal property listed]
Two leagues of the Rancho San Bernardo bounded NW by the 
San Benito, SW by lands of Mariano Soberanes, Jr., NE by 
Lomas Bajas, being one third valley land, and the balance 
poor land, 8,880 acres @ 50 cents per acres; improvements 
on the above.
1859, 
p.250-251 Richardson Josefa
Rancho de los 
Coches
2 Spanish cows & calves, 20 Spanish cattle, 2 Spanish 
work horses, 4 mares & colts, 2 two-year old colts, 3 
hogs
The Rancho de los Coches bounded SE by Carlos Espinosa's, 
west by the Arroyo Seco and east by the Salinas River, 8,880 
acres @ 50 cents per acre; improvements on the same.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.252-253 Rios Petrohilo
Household furniture, one wagon, 10 Spanish cows, 
15 Spanish cows & calves, one Spanish bull, 5 
Spanish horses, 3 Spanish mares, 2 Spanish mules, 30 
Spanish ewes
▶ 20 acres of land on San Antonio Mission; improvements 
on the same.  ▶ Improvements on 160 acres claim.
1859, 
p.252-253 Rimeres Antonio
Merchandize, household furniture, one wagon, 7 wild 
mares, 3 wild mares & colts, 3 yearling colts, 5 
Spanish ewes
Improvements on 160 acres of land at Jolon.
1859, 
p.252-253 Rossi Santiago
Money on hand $100, solvent debts $180, 
merchandize
A lot of ground in Monterey on Webster St. at the NW corner 
of a lot formerly owned by Ignacio Esquero, 50 varas front 
and 20 varas deep; improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.252-253
Roberts & 
Wood
Rancho Bolsa 
de San 
Cayetano
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, 6 
American oxen, 2 American cows & calves, one 
Spanish cow, 4 Spanish cows & calves, one Spanish 
heifer, 2 Spanish yearling calves, one American colt 
one Spanish colt, two wild mares, 3 2-year old colts, 
30 fowls
One undivided interest in the Rancho Bolsa de San Cayetano 
in the Township of Pajaro consisting of valley and mountains, 
land being about 80 acres @ $10; improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.252-253 Rowe W. H.
Household furniture, farming tools, two wagons, 35 
American cows & calves, 5 Spanish cows, 10 half 
breed cows & calves, 25 American yearling calves, 8 
half breed yearling, 2 American bulls, 5 half breed 
cattle, 4 Spanish horses, 2 Spanish mules, one mare, 
one mare & colt, 13 hogs, 12 fowls
Improvements on claim of 160 acres of land near the Rancho 
La Vega del Pajaro.
1859, 
p.254-255 Robison W. E.
One wagon, 2 California horses, one American cow & 
calf, one California mare, 2 Spanish cows & calves, 6 
goats, 5 hogs, 25 fowls
▶ A lot of ground in Monterey City, 60x20 yards, SW corner 
of Pearl & Houston Streets; improvements on the same.  
▶ A lot of ground in Monterey City, 75x15 yards, S side of 
Webster St., first lot E of Walters.  ▶ A lot of ground on east 
side of the above lot 100x200 yards; improvements on the 
same.  ▶ A lot of ground on the east side of the above lot, 
100 by 100 yards, SE corner of Cass and Stockton St.  ▶ A 
lot of ground E of the above, 50x50, west side of Cass St., 
first lot S of O'Neil.  ▶ A lot of ground east of the above, 
20x40 yards, N side of Franklin St. between lots formerly 
owned by George Hamilton and Isaac Wilson.  ▶ A lot of 
ground 100 by 200 yards, west side of Webster St. between 
Cortez and Figuerra St.  ▶ A lot of ground on the east side of 
Webster St. 100x200 yards between Cortez and Figuerra St.  
▶ One wood lot 300x300 yards N.7, Range 7, letter D.  
▶ One wood lot 300x300 yards, N.1, Range 7.  ▶ One 
wood lot 300x300 yards, N.1, Range 4, letter D.  ▶ One 
wood lot 300x300 yards, N.9, Range 2.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.254-255 Richards C. J.
Household furniture, one Spanish cow & calf, one 
yearling calf, 25 fowls
A lot of ground in Monterey City on the east side of Alvarado 
Street, 50x100 yards; improvements on same.
1859, 
p.254-255 Ripley F. L.
Cash on hand $50, one Spanish horse, one American 
ox A lot of ground in Monterey City, 90x90 yards.
1859, 
p.258-259 Spence David
Buena 
Esperanza; 
Llano de Buena 
Vista
3,500 Spanish stock cattle, 12 California oxen, 15 
tame California cows, 18 California tame horses, 19 
California wild horses, 67 wild colts, 41 wild mares, 
15 tame mares, solvent debts & cash on hand 
$2,100; household furniture, one carriage and two 
horses
▶ The Rancho Buena Esperanza bounded south by Rancho 
Guadalupe, N by Llano de Buena Vista and W by the Salinas 
River, three leagues, 8,885 acres @$1 per acre and 4,440 
acres at 50 cents; improvements on the above.  ▶ The 
Rancho del Llano de Buena Vista bounded N by Rancho 
Nacional, S by the Buena Esperanza, east by Alisal and west by 
the Salinas River containing 6,429 acres @ $1 per acre and 
2,200 acres at 50 cents.  ▶ Two lots in Monterey City on 
Alvarado Street, N of the Bolo de Oro, 67 by 80 varas; 
improvements on the same. ▶ A small lot on Alvarado 
Street, 31x15 varas, north of Solasin's.  ▶ One lot in 
Monterey City 100x100 varas on Adams St.  ▶ One lot in 
Monterey City 100x100 varas on Van Buren St.  ▶ One lot in 
Monterey City 239x239 yards, N of the old fort.  ▶ One 
water lot 239x70 yards in front of the above lot.  ▶ One 
megana strip of land on the sand hills (road to Delanio) __x__ 
1859, 
p.258-259 Sanchez Rafael Household furniture, 70 Spanish cattle
A lot of ground in Monterey City, 19 varas front on Alvarado 
St. and 45 varas deep; improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.258-259 Sansit Bartolome Merchandize and assorted goods. [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.258-259 Simmons S. S.
Solvent debts $100, one buggy, one half breed horse, 
household furniture
A lot of ground in San Juan next west of J. T. Cartis being one 
block 198 feet square; improvements on the same, dwelling 
house, office & ____ store & fencing.
1859, 
p.260-261 Spitz Florence
Household furniture, one old wagon, ten American 
cows & calves, one bull, 70 Spanish cattle, one 
American mare, one American colt, 2 Spanish horses, 
5 Spanish mares, 2 colts, 35 chickens.
[reference to 300 acres of Lomas Muerta Ranch crossed out]
1859, 
p.260-261 Shaw Isaiah
Wagon, ten American cows, 35 American cows & 
calves, 180 American heifers, 90 head of American 
yearling calves, 2 American bulls, one American horse, 
7 Spanish horses, 22 hogs, 4 chickens
[no real estate listed]
Year - 
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1859, 
p.260-261 Smith William
Household furniture, farming tools, wagon, 4 Spanish 
cows & calves, 2 half breed heifers, one Spanish 
horse, three Spanish mules, 2 rams (sheep), 30 
Spanish wethers, 20 ewes, 60 Spanish ewes & lambs, 
100 hogs, 50 fowls
Improvements on 160 acres claim on the Salinas Plain, house 
and fencing.
1859, 
p.260-261 Shed William
Cash on deposit $500, one wagon, one half breed 
horse, one Spanish mare, 480 Spanish stock sheep [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.260-261 Smith Jesse Household furniture Improvements on land in San Juan Town.
1859, 
p.262-263
Stockton & 
McFadden
Household furniture, farming tools, five Spanish cows 
& calves, 30 half breed calves, one American bull, 36 
Spanish stock cattle, 3 Spanish horses, 5 mares & 
colts, one Spanish mule, 2 wild horses, 3 wild mares & 
colts, 7 yearling colts, 2 two-year old colts, 9 hogs, 30 
fowls, one half breed cow
Improvements on claim on Salinas Plains.
1859, 
p.262-263 Sheppard W. H.
Cash on hand $300, solvent debts $50, merchandize, 
household furniture, farming tools, one American 
cow & calf, one Spanish cow, one American horse, 
one Spanish horse
Improvements on land near the San Benito on the San Justo 
Ranch.
1859, 
p.262-263 Smith Jose M.
Household furniture, farming tools, one goat, 2 
Spanish oxen, ten Spanish cows, 30 Spanish cows & 
calves, 2 half breed bulls, 178 Spanish cattle, 6 
Spanish horses, 5 Spanish mares & colts, one Spanish 
stallion, one wild horse, 2 wild mares, 6 mares & colts, 
one yearling colt, 9 2-year old colts, 9 fowls
Improvements on land in San Rafael at the head of Carmel 
River.
1859, 
p.262-263 Swan John
Cash belonging to heirs of John Foster, deceased 
$300
▶ A lot of ground I Monterey City on Pacific Scott & Van 
Buren streets, 42 varas front on Van Buren Street; 
improvements on the same.  ▶ A lot of ground on Larkin St., 
60 by 50 varas.
1859, 
P.264-265 Smith W. P.
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, 15 
Spanish cows & calves, 2 Spanish heifers, 12 Spanish 
yearlings, one half breed bull, on Spanish horse, 3 
Spanish mares & colts, 1 Spanish stallion, one 
Spanish mule, 2 wild mares & colts, 3 2-year old colts, 
14 hogs, 60 fowls
Improvements on claim in Carmel Valley.
1859, 
P.264-265 Soto Andras
One wagon, one cart, 2 Spanish oxen, 3 Spanish cows 
& calves, one Spanish yearling calf, one Spanish horse, 
2 fowls
A lot of land on the Pilarcitos; improvements on same.
Year - 
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1859, 
P.264-265
Sargent & 
Brothers B. E.
Rancho San 
Francisquito; 
Rancho Potrero
Cash on hand $10, harness, one wagon, one carriage, 
20 American cows & calves, 60 American bulls, 200 
American stock cattle, 1,590 head of Spanish stock 
cattle, 20 Spanish horses, 4 Spanish mules, 3 hogs, 
25 fowls, School Land warrants, 960 acres @ $2.
▶ The Rancho San Francisquito bounded N by Carmel Hills, 
W by Rancho Potrero, E by south by the mountains, 8,864 
acres @ $__ per acre 50 cts; improvements on the above.  
▶ Rancho Potrero bounded E by Rancho San Fransquito, W 
by Rancho San Jose and Chiquito, N by Carmel River and 
south by the mountains, 4,440 acres @ $__, 50 cts; 
improvements on the same.
1859, 
P.264-265 Sargent Jas. T.
500 Spanish stock cattle, 10 Spanish horses, one 
American Stallion, 20 Spanish mules, 30 wild mares & 
colts, 20 two-year old colts
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.266-267 Satthouse John
One wagon, 2 American cows & calves, 2 American 
cows, 5 American cows & calves, 6 American heifers, 6 
American yearling calves, one American bull, 4 
American cattle, 2 Spanish horses, 3 Spanish mares 
with colts, one yearling colt, 2 2-year old colts
Improvements to claim of 100 acres of land near Prescotts 
land, N by W of San Juan Town; dwelling house and fencing.
1859, 
p.266-267 Searle John
Two wagons, 6 Spanish oxen, three American cows 
with calves, 9 head of Spanish stock cattle, 2 
California work horses, one California mule, 600 
Spanish sheep -- ewes with lambs, 400 Spanish ewes, 
300 Spanish Rams -- wethers, household furniture, 3 
pigs, one plough, cash on hand & deposited one 
thousand
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.266-267 Soto Joaquin
20 Spanish cows, 6 calves, 4 Spanish horses, 2 mares 
& colts, household furniture, 6 fowls [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.268-269
Stewart              
Trip
Silas           
Rusell 4 Spanish cattle, 2 goats, 4 chickens
▶ Improvements on 160 acres of land near the Bay & west 
of San Cayetano Rancho.  ▶ Improvements on 160 acres of 
land adjoining claim of Silas Stewart
1859, 
p.268-269 Smith J. M.
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, one 
American cow, one American cow & calf, one half 
breed heifer, one American mare, one Spanish horse, 
two Spanish mules, 5 hogs
The improvements on 160 acres of land on the Pajaro side of 
Salinas River and joining the claim on the east side of the 
Cummings.
1859, 
p.268-269 Stewart C. C.
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, one 
American horse, one Spanish horse, 2 two-year old 
colts, 50 fowls
The improvements on 120 acres of land west of San Cayetano 
Ranch.
1859, 
p.268-269
Stark                
Preston
Chas.            
E. F.
Household furniture, farming tools, three wagons, 5 
American cows & calves, one American horse, 4 
Spanish horses, 5 American mules, 5 Spanish mules, 
one Spanish yearling, 6 hogs, 40 fowls
Two houses and fencing on pre-emption claim of 320 acres 
adjoining and to the west of claim of Joseph Roadhouse near 
the Ranch San Cayetano.
1859, 
p.268-269 Spring T. P.
Rancho 
Nacional [no personal property listed]
4,751 acres of Rancho Nacional as conveyed by Vicente 
Cantua to Bryant Mills, for a better description reference is 
hereby specifically made to land conveyance 4,471 acres @ 
$5 per acre; improvements on the same.
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1859, 
p.270-271 Shattuck M.
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, one 
American cow & calf, one Spanish cow, 6 Spanish 
horses, one Spanish mare, one half breed mare, one 
half breed colt, one wild mare & colt, 30 hogs, 40 
fowls
The improvements on a pre-emption claim of 160 acres of 
land on the east side and near the mouth of the Pajaro River.
1859, 
p.270-271 Soberanes Panfilo Four Spanish horses
The improvements on pre-emption claim of land between the 
Ranch San Lorenzo and Ranch of Las Munrás of Katerine 
Munrás.
1859, 
p.270-271 Soto Jose Manuel
Rancho Santa 
Rita
One wagon, 6 Spanish oxen, 5 Spanish cows, 2 
Spanish cows & calves, 2 Spanish heifers, 2 Spanish 
horses, 6 wild horses, 2 wild mares, 4 hogs, 24 fowls
9/12 of the Rancho Santa Rita bounded N by the Rancho San 
Miguel, E by the Natividad, south by the San José Ranch, and 
west by the Rancho Salinas, 3,330 acres @ $2 per acre; 
improvements on the above.
1859, 
p.270-271 Soberanes Fancisco
3/5 Rancho 
San Geronimo; 
Rancho Soledad
Household furniture, wagon, one Spanish ox, 10 
Spanish bulls, 400 Spanish stock cattle, 18 Spanish 
work horses, 30 wild mares & colts, 7 Spanish yearling 
colts, 100 Spanish sheep -- ewes with lambs, 200 
Spanish sheep -- ewes
▶ A 3/5 undivided interest in the Rancho San Geronimo 
bounded on the N by the Guadalupe Ranch, east by the 
Salinas River, S by the Soledad and west by the hills, 3,996 
acres @ 50 cts. per acre.  ▶ The Rancho Soledad bounded N 
by the San Geronimo, east by the Salinas River, S by the 
Arroyo Seco and west by the mountains, 4,440 acres @ 50 
cts. per acre; improvements on the Soledad.  ▶ A lot of 
ground in Monterey City 50 by 50 yards, west side of Pierce 
Street, first lot south of Feliciano Soberanes.
1859, 
p.272-273 Soberanes Victor
2 Spanish mares & colts, 5 Spanish wild mares, 5 wild 
mares & colts, 40 Spanish ewes & lambs, 8 goats [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.272-273 Soberanes Isabel B.
One carriage, 8 Spanish cows & calves, one Spanish 
bull, 150 Spanish stock cattle, two Spanish horses, 9 
wild mares, 6 wild mares & colts, 6 yearling colts
A lot of ground in Monterey City 25 by 100 yards in front of 
Abrego's house; improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.272-273 Soberanes Mariano
Rancho San 
Barnardo
Household furniture, one carriage, two Spanish oxen, 
8 Spanish cows & calves, 700 head Spanish cattle, 10 
Spanish horses, 6 yearling colts, one Spanish stallion, 
10 mares & colts, 30 Spanish stock sheep, 40 goats
▶ 1/2 league of land being an undivided interest in the 
Rancho San Barnardo bounded NW by the San Benito and SE 
by the mountains, being the SW portion of said Rancho, 
2,220 acres @ 40 cts. per acre; improvements on the same.  
▶ A lot of ground in Monterey City 30x50 yards east side of 
Cass Street, first lot south of Pyburn.  ▶ A lot of ground in 
Monterey City 100 by 150 yards rear of the above lot and 
adjoining a lot of Munrás; improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.272-273 Soberanes Esequiél 
Rancho San 
Barnardo
Household furniture, one Spanish ox, 15 Spanish 
cows with calves, 60 yearling calves, 6 Spanish bulls, 
300 stock cattle, 5 Spanish horses, 2 mares & colts, 
20 Spanish wild mares & colts
1/2 League of land of the Rancho San Bernardo bounded NW 
by the San Benito & SE by the mountains, 2,220 acres @ 40 
cts. per acre; improvements on claim on Zapaquis.
1859, 
p.272-273 Sanchez Gil Household furniture
A lot of ground in Monterey City 50x50 varas, SW corner of 
Alvarado Street & Franklin; improvements on the same.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.274-275 Soberanes Mariano G.
Part of Rancho 
Soledad
Household furniture, one wagon, 4 Spanish cows & 
calves, 4 Spanish yearlings, 4 Spanish horses
120 acres of the Rancho Soledad bounded N by the San 
Geromino, E by Soledad River, S by the Arroyo Seco and west 
by the mountains @ 50 cts per acre; improvements on the 
same
1859, 
p.274-275 Soberanes M.
Household furniture, one wagon, 4 California cows & 
calves, on Spanish horse, one mare & colt, 50 Spanish 
ewes with lambs, 10 goats
300 acres of land being part of the Rancho Ojitos bounded N 
by Jolon, S by Rancho Piojo, E by Rancho Pleito & west by the 
Mountains of San Antonio; 200 acres @ 50 cts per acre; 
improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.274-275 Soberanes G. Two Spanish work horses, 30 mares with colts Improvements on claim near Jolon.
1859, 
p.274-275 Soberanes Feliciano
Household furniture, 2 Spanish horses, 236 head of 
Spanish stock sheep
A lot of ground in the City of Monterey, 100x50 yards, corner 
of Pierce & Franklin St.; improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.274-275 Soto Jesus Household furniture and fowls
A lot of ground in Monterey City, 20x50 varas, west side of 
Van Buren Street, first lot south of Gomez; improvements on 
the same.
1859, 
p.276-277 Stokes D. James
Rancho 
Vergeles
Farming tools, two wagons, one American cow & calf, 
2 Spanish cows & calves, one Spanish heifer, one 
Spanish horse, one Spanish mare & colt one mare, 
425 Spanish sheep - ewes, 75 American sheep - ewes, 
580 lambs
▶ Rancho Vergeles bounded N by Rancho Carneros, E by 
winding ridge of hills, S by Avilan Mountains, W by Monterey 
and San Juan Road, containing 8,800 acres of land @ 150 
cts. per acre; improvements on the same.  ▶ A lot of ground 
in the City of Monterey 62x56 varas at the junction of Polk 
and Hartnell Street; improvements on the same. ▶ A lot City 
of Monterey 18x30 varas east side of Alvarado St, first lot N 
of J. Abrego; improvements on the same.  ▶ A lot in the City 
of Monterey N side of Hartnell St., 74x60 varas.  ▶ Two lots 
in Monterey City 30x30 yards each on Cortez St adjoining a 
lot of J. Robinson.  ▶ A lot in City of Monterey fronting on 
the Bay near Myer's dwelling.  ▶ One wood lot, City of 
Monterey, 600x600 yards, N.2, Range 5.  ▶ One wood lot, 
city of Monterey, 600x600 yards.
1859, 
p.276-277 Sherwood Eugene
Rancho San 
Lorenzo
Cash on hand $250, household furniture, farming 
tools, 2 wagons, 4 Spanish horses, two half breed 
mares
4/10 of Rancho San Lorenzo bounded N by claim of W. 
LaPorte, E by lands of Rafael Sanchez, south by San Bernabe 
and west by Salinas River, being an undivided interest of 
19,980 acres @ 50 cts.
1859, 
p.276-277 Sylvester Francis
One Spanish oxen, one Spanish cow & calf, one 
Spanish heifer, 20 head of Spanish cattle, one Spanish 
mare without colt, 8 mares & colts, 5 yearling colts, 3 
two-year old colts, 12 Spanish ewes with lambs
[no real estate listed]
Year - 
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1859, 
p.278-279 Sanchez José M.
Rancho Lomas 
Muertas; 
Rancho 
Tequesquitas
[no personal property listed]
▶ Two undivided tenths of the Rancho Lomas Muertas 
bounded on the N by the Pajaro River, E by the Rancho 
Tequisquitas, S by the San Justo & San Felipe Ranchos and 
west by the San Benito River, 1,998 [1,332 + 666] acres @ 
150 cts.  ▶ Two undivided tenths of Rancho Tequesquitas 
or so much as lies in Monterey County, about three quarters, 
bounded north by the Pajaro River and the Rancho Ysidro's, E 
by the Sierra, S by San Justo and San Filipe Ranches and west 
by Lomas Muertas, 322 acres @ 150 cts. per acre.
Minors & Heirs of ___, Guadelope, 
Gregornia.  G.H. Crane Guardian
1859, 
p.278-279 Sanchez Refugio
Rancho Lomas 
Muertas; 
Rancho 
Tequesquitas
[no personal property listed]
▶ One undivided tenth of Rancho Lomas Muertas bounded 
on the N by the Pajaro River, east by the Rancho 
Tequesquitas, south by San Justo and San Felipe Ranchos 
and west by the San Benito River, 666 acres @ 1.50.  ▶ One 
undivided tenth of the Rancho Tequesquitas as so much as 
lies in Monterey County, about three quarters bounded N by 
the Pajaro River and the Rancho San Ysidro, E by the Sierra, S 
by the San Justo and San Felipe Ranchos and west by the 
Lomas Muertas, 249 acres @ 150 cts. per acre.
Geo. H. Crane, agent
1859, 
p.280-281 Sayere A. G.
Rancho 
Natividad
500 head of steers, 650 head of Spanish stock cattle, 
100 wild Spanish mares, 50 colts, 50 tame Spanish 
horses, 1,000 Spanish stock sheep
▶ One undivided league of the Rancho San Lorenzo near the 
ex-mission of Soledad as described and bounded in the 
original grant made by the Mexican government, 4,444 acres 
@ 50 cts per acre. [Entry appears to be crossed out.] 
▶ 5,240 acres of the Rancho Natividad bounded NW by the 
Ranch Vergeles, SW by the Rancho Santa Rita & Sausal, SE by 
the Alisal, 5,240 acres at ___ cts per acres; improvements on 
the Natividad
1859, 
p.282-283 Thulkeld J. T.
One wagon, 3 America horses, one Spanish mare & 
colt, 122 American sheep - wethers & rams, 150 
American sheep - ewes, 270 American sheep - ewes & 
lambs
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.282-283 Taylor Mary
One small wagon, 18 American cows & calves, 2 
Spanish cows & calves, 2 yearling American calves, 4 
Spanish horses, 5 hogs, 30 fowls, 600 lbs. of butter
Improvements on claim on the Cañada Acuesta ? near San 
Juan, adobe house, fencing and outhouses. Mrs.
1859, 
p.282-283 Tuitchell Lorenzo
Household furniture, two old wagons, four American 
cows & calves, one heifer, two American yearlings, one 
American horse, five Spanish mules, two hogs, 26 
fowls
Improvements on land in San Juan Town at the foot of the 
hills, near and south of Castro & McDougall's place; small 
wooden house and fencing
Year - 
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1859, 
p.282-283 Tuitchell Silas
One wagon, one American cow & calf, 2 Spanish cows 
& calves, 4 Spanish cattle, one American yearling colt, 
one American horse, one American mare & colt, one 
half breed horse, 10 Spanish sheep, farming tools, 2 
guns, one pistol
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.282-283 Thompson Jack
One American cow & calf, one Spanish cow & calf, 13 
cattle, cash on hand $20 [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.284-285 Triscony Albert
Cash on deposit, $1,000, solvent debts $2,400, one 
lumber wagon, 2 spring wagons, one Concord buggy, 
one California ox, two tame Spanish cows, 210 head 
of Spanish stock cattle, four California horses, 2 
California mares, 78 head of hogs, 7 sows & pigs, 16 
goats, 32 fowls, household furniture, Washington 
Hotel furniture, 3 guns, 9 pistols, one gold watch, 1 
silver watch
▶ A lot of ground in Monterey on the Carmello Road, 50 by 
50 varas.  ▶ One lot, City of Monterey on Thomas Street, 25 
x 100 varas.  ▶ One lot, City of Monterey adjoining P. 
Breen's lot, 30 & 34 varas; improvements on the above lot.  
▶ A lot of ground in Monterey City on which stands the 
Washington Hotel; improvements, hotel outbuildings.  ▶ A 
piece of land on the Salinas plains, 89 acres @$5; 
improvements on the Same.  ▶ 160 acres in San Juan Valley 
near the San Benito and John Breen's place @$5; 
improvements on the same.  ▶ A lot of ground in San Juan 
Town, 70 varas front by 50 varas deep, next west of Harris' 
Store; improvements on the same.  
1859, 
p.284-285 Tuitchell Jasper
Wheelwright stock tools & timber, household 
furniture, one wagon, farming tools, 6 American cows 
& calves, 24 Spanish cows & calves, 3 heifers, 15 
Spanish yearling calves, 14 breeds, 28 Spanish stock 
cattle, one American mare & colt, 2 Spanish horses, 2 
mares & colts, 2 half breed horses, one Stallion, 4 
yearling colts, 1 two-year old colt, 6 hogs 12 chickens
▶ A lot of ground in San Juan 3/4 of a 100 vara lot; 
improvements on the same, the present dwelling and 
outhouses & fencing.  ▶ A lot of ground in San Juan, 40 feet 
by 100 varas deep bounded on the west by Don Carlos, on 
the east by lot of David Breen; improvements on the same - 
work shop & fence.▶ Improvements on land in San Juan 
Valley near Wilcox's enclosing the old Rodeo ground; house, 
fencing and shed.  ▶ Improvements on land near the head 
of the San Juan Cañnon.
1859, 
p.286-287 Tuitchell Joshua
Household furniture, farming tools, 4 American cows 
& calves, 5 half breed cows & calves, 7 yearling 
American calves, one American horse, one America are 
and colt, one American stallion, one 2-year old colt, 
one American ram, 5 ewes, 45 ewes with lambs, 5 
hogs, 2 turkeys
Improvements on land near San Juan Town, house formerly 
occupied by Wm. Stingly, outhouse, barn & fencing
1859, 
p.286-287 Thompson P.
Two wagons, 3 American oxen, one Spanish oxen, 2 
Spanish cows & calves, one Spanish cow, 4 Spanish 
cattle, one Spanish horse, 9 hogs, 50 fowls, 
household furniture, farming tools
Improvements on land belonging to the City of Monterey.
1859, 
p.286-287 Timble T. G.
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, 2 
American colts, 2 two-year old Spanish colts, 12 hogs, 
25 fowls
Improvements on a claim of 160 acres of land near the 
Rancho San Cayetano and E of McCaskey's claim and N of 
claim of Geo. Cummings.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.286-287 Taylor D. A.
Household furniture, farming tools, one wagon, 3 
Spanish horses, on Spanish mare
The improvements on 160 acres of land near the Ranch of 
San Cayetano and joining the land claimed by G. S. __________.
1859, 
p.286-287 Toomes A. G. Furniture
A lot of ground in Monterey City 800x800 yards, between 
Ords And Taylor, lot near the Estero, 114 acres @ 2.
1859, 
p.288-289 Trafton C. D.
Household furniture, one wagon, farming tools, 1/2 
interest in McCormicks reaper, four American cows & 
calves, one American heifer, one Spanish cow & calf, 3 
American yearling calves, one half breed yearling calf, 
2 American horses, two Spanish horses, 30 hogs, 100 
fowls
The improvements on land near the Rancho San Cayetano.
1859, 
p.288-289 Turner Rhoda
Solvent debts $100, household furniture, farming 
tools, one wagon, 4 American oxen, one American 
cow, 9 American cows & calves, 10 American yearling 
calves, one American bull, one American beef animal ?, 
one Spanish horse, 3 Spanish mares, one young colt, 
one 2-year old colt, 2 hogs, 30 fowls
The improvements on or near the Ranch San Cayetano and on 
the Estero Valley.
1859, 
p.288-289 Tafton J. E.
Cash on hand $125, household furniture, farming 
tools, one wagon, one buggy, 5 American cows, 9 
American cows & calves, 10 American yearling calves, 
2 American bulls, two American horses, one Spanish 
mare, one yearling colt, 45 hogs, 92 fowls
Three houses and other improvements on land near the San 
Cayetano Ranch.
1859, 
p.288-289 Thomas Jas. W.
Household furniture, 3 Spanish cows & calves 5 
American bulls, 50 American stock cattle, 240 Spanish 
stock cattle, 50 half breed cattle, 3 Spanish horses, 25 
chickens
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.290-291 Tyus J. B.
Household furniture, farming tools, 7 American cows 
& calves, 16 American calves yearlings, one American 
bull, 33 stock cattle, three American mules, 20 hogs, 
136 fowls, solvent debts $1,100
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.290-291 Taboas Dionisis Merchandize & stock in trade
A lot of ground in Monterey city, 20 varas front on 
Washington Street by 80 varas deep; improvements on same.
1859, 
p.290-291 Torre
de la 
Esteban
Rancho Arryo 
Seco; Rancho 
San Miguel
6 Spanish oxen, 20 Spanish cows, 380 head of stock 
cattle, 6 Spanish horses, 2 Spanish stallions, 25 wild 
horses, 300 Spanish sheep, 18 hogs, 25 fowls
▶ Rancho Arroyo Seco bounded N by the Soledad, E by 
Rancho de los Coches, S by the Posa and W by the 
mountains, 8,888 @ 30 cts. per acres.  ▶ An undivided 
interest in the Rancho San Miguel consisting of 888 acres @ 
50 cts. per acre; improvements on the same.  ▶ A lot of 
ground in Monterey City. 50 by 80 yards, corner of 
Washington and Franklin St.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.290-291 Torre de la José
Household furniture, wagon, 300 Spanish cattle, 10 
Spanish horses, one Spanish stallion, 30 head of 
mares & colts
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.292-293 Thorn Thos.
Stock in trade, household furniture, one wagon, one 
American cow & calf, on Spanish cow & calf, 2 
Spanish heifers, one yearling American calf, one 
Spanish mare & colt, one yearling colt, one 2-year old 
colt, 14 fowls
▶ 200 acres of land on the southwest corner of José E. 
Borondo's Ranch on the Salinas Plains @ $5; improvements 
on the same.  ▶ A lot of ground in the City of Monterey 
75x80 varas being the S corner lot on Washington and 
Franklin Street; improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.292-293 Taylor Alex S.
Llaná 
Tequesquitas, 
La Milpitas
Cash on deposit $1,100, solvent debts $1,300, stock 
in trade, household furniture, library
▶ 3/4 part of the undivided one half of the Rancho Llaná 
Tequesquitas, the full half containing 3,338 acres @150 cts. 
Bounded N by boundary line of Monterey County, east by 
San Filipe, west by Lomas Muertas and south by San Justo, 
2,499 acres @ 150 cts. per acre.  ▶ One undivided half of 
land call Los Milpitas near San Antonio Mission.  ▶ A lot of 
ground in Monterey City opposite Monterey Cemetery, 
800x400 yards bounded N by Salinas Road and W by Estero.  
▶ One lot E side of Alvarado St. near Walters, 40x50 varas; 
improvements thereon.  ▶ A lot of ground 50x100 yards 
opposite Garcia's house and next to Rafael Estradas.  ▶ A 
lot N. 164 on 35 map, 95x75 yards.  ▶ A lot first east of No. 
164, 95x75 yards.  ▶ A lot granted to Wm. Jones in 1850 
near George Allens, east of the church, 100x100 yards.  
▶ One water lot front of the old fort, 160x100 yards.  
▶ One lot corner of Main and Jefferson street, 45x35 yards; 
improvements on the same.  ▶ A lot 25x35 varas on Main 
Street next to Jesse & Gutierez; improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.294-295 Tarpey Matthew [no personal property listed]
Rancho Colorado bounded by the Caineros and San Cayetano 
and the Cañada the San Miguel Ranchos, 4,440 acres @$1 
per acre; improvements on the same
1859, 
p.298-299 Uren Michdas ? A.
Household furniture, one plough, two wagons, 10 
American cows & calves, 30 American yearling calves, 
20 Spanish calves, two American bulls, 114 Spanish 
cattle, two Spanish horses, 5 colts, 52 fowls
Improvements on land in Pajaro Valley, house & corral on the 
Gavilon.
1859, 
p.302-303 Vache Theophilo
Household furniture, two California carts, 2 American 
cows, 14 Spanish oxen, 100 Spanish cows & calves, 3 
American bulls, 30 Spanish bulls, 750 Spanish cattle, 
23 Spanish horses, 25 mares with colts, 16 Spanish 
colts, one Spanish stallion, one Spanish mule, 3 hogs, 
1,450 Spanish stock sheep
▶ 160 acres of land in San Juan Valley @150 cts. per acre; 
improvements on same.  ▶ An undivided interest in the 
Rancho of Angel Castro, 450 acres, 150 cts. per acre.  ▶ A 
lot of ground in San Juan Town, 50x100 varas; improvements 
on the same.
1859, 
p.302-303 Vache Adolph
Cash on hand $25, one wagon, bakery bar fixtures & 
stock in trade, one Spanish ox, 2 Spanish horses, 10 
chickens
[no real estate listed]
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1859, 
p.302-303 Villagas Francisco
Ciénega de 
Pacines
Two Spanish oxen, 34 Spanish cows & calves, two 
American bulls, 450 Spanish cattle, ten Spanish 
horses, 8 wild horses, 24 wild mares, 8 mares & colts 
100 Spanish sheep - wethers, 200 Spanish sheep - 
ewes, 200 Spanish sheep - ewes & lambs
2,220 acres of land being a part of the Rancho Ciénega de 
Pacines bounded in the N by the Rancho Santa Anna, on the 
east and south by the Paicines, on the west by the Rancho de 
San Justo @ ___ per acre; improvements on the above.
1859, 
p.302-303 Vasques Pedro Chamisal
Household furniture, one wagon two Spanish cows & 
calves, one Spanish horse, one yearling colt
One seventh of the Ranch of the Chamisal de Pilarcitos, 630 
acres @ 50 cts. per acre; improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.304-305 Vasques Ant. W.
Household furniture, one wagon, 7 Spanish cows & 
calves, five Spanish heifers, 6 Spanish cattle, 3 
Spanish bulls, two Spanish horses, two mares & colts, 
6 fowls
A lot of ground in Monterey City; improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.304-305 Vallejo
Guadalupe 
& Labador
Rancho San 
Cayetano [no personal property listed]
The Rancho San Cayetano bounded N. by the Pajaro River, E 
by the old Monterey Road, S by the Estero Vallejo & west by 
the Pacific ocean, two leagues, 4,000 acres at $10; 
improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.304-305 Vasques B.
Rancho Arryo 
Seco; Rancho 
de la poza de 
los Ositos
Household furniture, wagon, 2 Spanish oxen, 175 
Spanish cattle, 4 Spanish horses, 3 Spanish mares & 
colts
▶ Half of the Rancho Arroyo Seco bounded on the S by the 
Rancho of E. de la Torres, N by the Rancho of Wm. 
Richardson (Los Coches), E by the Salinas River & west by the 
Mountains of San Antonio, 8,361 acres @ 30 cts. per acre.  
▶ The Rancho de la Poza de los Ositos bounded by the S by 
the Rancho San Bernabe, N by Carlos Espinosa, east by 
Salinas River & west by San Antonio Mountains, containing 
8,469 acres @ 30 cts. per acre.  ▶ A lot of ground in 
Monterey City on Washington Street south of the house of 
Nesta & Puig and N of the lot of Charles Hanson, 20x80; 
improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.304-305 Vines Schuth [no personal property listed]
A lot of ground in Monterey City, 25x30 varas, west side of 
Oliver Street, first Lot W of Abrego; improvements on the 
same.
1859, 
p.306-307 Vallejo José Jesus
Rancho San 
Cayetano
8 Spanish oxen, 12 tame California cows & calves, 80 
head of stock cattle, 10 horses, 90 head of mares, 
horses and colts, one American stallion
One half of the Rancho San Cayetano bounded N by the 
Pajaro River, E by the Monterey Road, S by the Estero Vallejo 
and W by the Pacific ocean, 4,000 acres more or less @ $10 
per acre and 440 acres @ 25 cts.; improvements on the 
above, houses and fencing.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.306-307 Vasques Filipe [no personal property listed]
The Rancho Pilarcitos bounded south by the Toro, N by claim 
of S. Altrada, E by Salinas River, W by Chamisal, 4,4440 acres 
@ 50 cts. per acre.
(Heirs of)  Affidavit affixed to tax 
assessment book reporting error in the  
assessment:  "Vasques Felipe Heirs of 
and all other owners known or 
unknown.  The Rancho Pilarcitos 
bounded S. by the Toro, N. by claimof S. 
Altrada, E. by Salinas River, wes by 
Chamisal, 4,444 acres. ... Nov. 30, 
1859." Signed by George Hale.
1859, 
p.312-313 Wynn John B.
One wagon, 3 American cows with calves, three 
Spanish cows & calves, 5 Spanish cattle, two American 
stock cattle, 4 California horses, two American horses, 
one Canadian horse, 1,500 head of Spanish stock 
sheep, 1,550 head of American stock sheep, one 
store, 2 chairs, one table.
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.312-313 Woody M. T.
8 American cows & calves, 3 heifers, 4 Spanish cows 
& calves, 2 half breed heifers, 6 American yearling 
calves,  2 Spanish calves, 3 American bulls, 2 American 
horses, 3 two-year old colts, 26 fowls
Improvements on pre-emption claim near the Rancho 
Colorado.
1859, 
p.312-313 Woodworth Abrego
Household furniture, one wagon, one American cow 
& calf, 3 California horses, one Spanish mare & colt, 
25 Spanish sheep, 11 hogs, 24 goats
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.312-313 Whedon W. E.
Household furniture, one wagon, 5 American cows & 
calves, 4 half breed heifers, 4 half breed cows, 2 
Spanish horses, 5 hogs, 15 fowls
A lot of ground in San Juan, 198 feet square; improvements 
on same, building house, outhouses & fencing (formerly 
John Wood's place; house and fencing on the same tract of 
land.
1859, 
p.312-313 Wittgenstein David Cash on hand $2,000 [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.314-215 Wasson Andrew
Household furniture, 19 Spanish cows & calves, 30 
Spanish yearling calves, 2 American bulls, 17 Spanish 
cattle, 3 Spanish horses, one Spanish mare, 1 hog, 20 
fowls
▶ A lot of ground in Monterey City, 75 feet of Larkin Street 
and 120 feet of Franklin Street; improvements on same.  ▶ A 
house and corral on the coast between the Carmel Stone 
Quarry.
1859, 
p.314-215 Watson Jacob
San Justo 
Rancho
Household furniture, farming tools, two wagons, 2 
American cows, 13 American cows & calves, 2 
California cows & calves, 2 Spanish heifers, 7 
American yearling calves, one American bull, one 
Spanish horse, 5 Spanish mares & colts, 5 yearling 
colts, 13 American sheep - rams; 150 half breed 
wethers & rams, 30 Spanish ewes with lambs, 450 
half breed ewes & lambs, 12 fowls
Improvements on the San Justo Ranch.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.314-215 Woolford Jacob
Solvent debts $40, household furniture, two 
American cows & calves, three Spanish cows & calves, 
one heifer, 2 Spanish cattle, 2 Spanish mares & colts, 
blacksmith tools & stock, 12 hogs, 50 fowls
Improvements on land in San Juan; dwelling house, 
outhouses & fencing.
1859, 
p.314-215 Watson Stephen
3 American cows & calves, one heifer, 2 Spanish 
mares, one colt, 2 yearling colts, one 2-year old colt
Improvements on the land Larson tract of land west of San 
Juan town in the C______ on the Watsonville Road; wooden 
house, fencing and outbuildings.
1859, 
p.316-317 Wilson Daniel
Lomas 
Muertas; Llano 
de 
Tequesquitas
Household furniture, 2 wagons, 4 American cows & 
calves, 2 American bulls, 250 head of stock cattle, 3 
California mares, 4 Spanish work horses, one 
American Stallion, 10 wild mares & colts, 4 yearling 
colts, 3 two-year old colts, 2 sows & 16 pigs, 33 fowls
▶ One undivided tenth part of the Rancho Lomas Muertas 
bounded N by the Pajaro River, east by the Llano 
Tequesquitas, S by the San Justo & San Filipe Ranchos and 
west by the San Benito River, 660 acres, 150 cts. per acre.  
▶ One undivided tenth part of the Rancho Llano de 
Tequesquitas, so much as lies in Monterey County about 
three quarters, bounded N by the Pajaro River and the 
Rancho San Ysidro, E by the Sierra, S by the San Justo and San 
Filipe Ranchos & west by the Lomas Muertas, 249 acres @ 
150 cts. per acre.
1859, 
p.316-317 Williams Ishmael
One wagon, 6 Spanish horses, household furniture, 
12 fowls
A lot of ground in San Juan 100 fee square fronting on the 
same Street and west of Espinosa; improvements on the same.
1859, 
p.316-317 Wiggins W. One rifle, one watch [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.316-317 Wright Jonathan Solvent debts $38, 2 Spanish horses [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.316-317 Webb Nelson Household furniture [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.316-317 Wallace John
Household furniture, one wagon, one American cow 
& calf, 19 Spanish cows & calves, one American 
yearling calf, 8 Spanish yearling calves, one half breed 
yearling calf, one Spanish mare, 12 fowls
A lot of land in Monterey City, 45x45 square on the east side 
of Abrego Street; improvements on the same.
Year - 
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1859, 
p.318-319 Walters Josefa Estrada
El Toro, Los 
Tularcitos
2 wagons, 10 Spanish oxen, 50 tame California cows, 
1,200 Spanish cattle, 80 mares with colts, 30 
California work horses, 80 Spanish sheep
▶ The Rancho Toro bounded NE by the Salinas River, SE by 
Rancho Buenavista and NW by the Pilarcitos and Laguna 
Seca, containing 6,660 acres @ 100 cts. per acre; 
improvements on the same.  ▶ The undivided half of the 
Ranch Tularcitos bounded by Baranes Blanco, the Lagunda de 
los Conejos, the Mountains of the Tularcitos and the 
Mountains of the Jassaquan, three leagues, 13,320 acres @ 
50 cts. per acre.  ▶ A lot of ground in Monterey City, 125 by 
50 varas, east side of Alvarado St., N of Sahada Ositos; 
improvements on the same.  ▶ A lot of ground in Monterey 
City 60x100 varas on Spence St.  ▶ A lot of ground in 
Monterey City, 40x50.  ▶ A lot of ground in Monterey City, 
20 by 30 varas front of Abregos.  ▶ A lot of ground in 
Monterey City, 30 by 50 varas, front of Pacheco.
1859, 
p.318-319 Watson Thomas
6 Spanish cows & calves, 150 Spanish stock cattle, 3 
Spanish horses, 20 Spanish mares & colts
A lot of ground in Monterey City, 140 yards front by 100 
yards deep on Chenate Street.
1859, 
p.318-319 Watson Henry 4,500 Spanish stock sheep [no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.320-321 Watson James
Rancho San 
Benito
Household furniture, 2 wagons, 8 Spanish oxen, 50 
Spanish cows & calves, 300 Spanish yearling calves, 2 
American bulls, 30 Spanish bulls, 1,000 Spanish 
cattle, 15 Spanish horses, 3 Spanish mares & colts, 2 
Spanish mares, 3 half breed stallions, 2 Spanish 
mules, 3 yearling mules, 30 wild mares & colts, 15 
yearling colts, 9 American rams, 300 Spanish wethers 
and rams, 400 Spanish ewes, 200 Spanish ewes & 
lambs, one jack-ass, 40 chickens, 3 geese, 10 ducks
▶ The Rancho San Benito bounded on the N by San 
Bernabe, E by Loma Bajos, S by San Barnardo, & west by the 
mountains, 1 1/2 leagues, 6,660 acres @ 40 cts.; 
improvements on the above.  ▶ A lot of ground in Monterey 
City, 58x40 on Main Street, N of A. L. Taylor; improvements 
on the same.  ▶ A lot of ground in Monterey City, 35x113 
yards, east side of Abrego Street.  ▶ Two lots of ground in 
Monterey, 50x 100 yards, Monroe Street.  ▶ A lot of ground 
on Larkin Street, City of Monterey, 25x40 yards.
1859, 
p.320-321 Wilcox Benjamin
Cash on hand $34, solvent debts $1,000, household 
furniture, farming tools, one buggy, 14 American 
cows & calves, 10 Spanish cows, 5 calves, 2 mares 
American, 2 mares & colts, 9 colts, 50 stock cattle, 
one American bull
Improvements on the San Justo Rancho, San Juan Valley.
1859, 
p.320-321 Wilcox Sylvester
One wagon, 70 American stock cattle, 3 Spanish 
horses, 3 American colts, one American Stallion, 3 
American mares & colts, 3 American yearling colts
Improvements on 40 acres of land on the San Justo Rancho 
near Benjamin Wilcox house.
Year - 
Page Last Name First Name
Middle 
Name Rancho Personal Property Real Estate and Improvements Notes
1859, 
p.320-321 Williams A. S.
Solvent debts $200, household furniture, farming 
tools, one wagon, one American oxen, 8 Spanish 
oxen, one American cow, one American heifer, 5 
Spanish cows, 2 Spanish [ink blot], one half breed 
heifer, one American bull, one Spanish horse, 100 
fowls
[no real estate listed]
1859, 
p.322-323 Wilson
John & 
James [no personal property listed]
▶ A lot of ground in Monterey City, 800 by 800 yards, next 
to the lot of McKinley as per Book of Colten Alcalde Grants, 
page 74.  ▶ One wood lot 600x600 yards, Range 1, Lot 5.  
▶ One lot, City of Monterey, 40x50 yards on the east side 
of Larkin Street, S of Scott Street.  ▶ One lot, City of 
Monterey, 155 by 100 yards, west of Larkin & N of Scott 
Street and east of Larkin.  ▶ One lot, City of Monterey, 
115x100 yards in the SE corner of Scott and Watson Streets.  
▶ One lot in Monterey City, 76x100 yards, N side of Scott & 
Gulch of the Ft.
A. S. Gayle (agent)
1859, 
p.322-323 Williams E. L.
Household furniture, solvent debts, one California 
Taxes Case
▶ A lot of ground in the City of Monterey, 24 yards front of 
Van Buren Street being first lot, south of one occupied by J. S. 
Cantua; improvements on the same.  ▶ A lot of ground in 
the City of Monterey, 30 yards front on Van Buren Street and 
running west to next street, being south of and adjoining a 
lot of J. Gonzales and another of W. Miller.  ▶ An interest in 
a tract of land known by the name of the Corral de Tierra, 
bounded on one side by the high mountains, on another side 
by Rancho Tulacitos, and on the other side by Arroyo Corral 
de Tierra.
1859, 
p.334-335 Yminos Gaudalupe
18 Spanish cows & calves, 4 heifers, 3 tame horses, 
one wild horse, one mule, 12 fowls, household 
furniture
A lot of ground in Monterey City, 40x30 yards near the 
Catholic Church; improvements on the same. Antonio Ruis, agent
1859, 
p.334-335 Ypolito Jesus
Household furniture, 2 wagons, 8 Spanish cows & 
calves, 5 Spanish horses, 5 wild horse, 10 2-year old 
colts, 30 fowls
[no real estate listed]
Year - 
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1859, 
p.336-337 Zabala Pedro San Lorenzo Solvent debts $500, household furniture
▶ The Rancho San Lorenzo bounded on the north by the 
Rancho of Rafael Estrada, south by the road from the Tucho, 
W by the aguas del Vallejo and east by the Salinas River, 4,440 
acres @ 12 1/2 cts.  ▶ A lot of ground in the City of 
Monterey on Pearl Street, south of the house of Jose R. 
Estrada being that which formerly belonged to Jose Castro, 
47x47 varas; improvements on the same.  ▶ A lot of ground 
in Monterey City on Washington Street, N of the Washington 
Hotel and south of lot of D. Tabras, 20 varas front by 80 
varas deep; improvements on the same.  ▶ A lot of ground 
in San Juan Town situated on the Plaza E of the church and 
fronting the house of Laturmino Cassiago on the other side 
of the street.
1859, 
p.336-337 Zannette Angel Hotel furniture, bar fixtures & liquors, 2 billiard tables
A lot of ground in San Juan Town fronting on the Plaza, 
heretofore assessed to the Estate of Juan de Angus, and the 
lot adjoining on the south, 19 feet front on the Plaza and 
formerly belong to Patrick Breen, both lots running through 
to Third Street, upon which two lots the Plaza Hotel now 
stands; improvements on the above.
